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1

Services Committee meeting for March 13th, 2006,

2

will come to order.

3

The Members present this morning -- this

4

afternoon, excuse me, we have the Vice-Chair of

5

the Committee, Member Pontanilla; Committee

6

Member Jo Anne Johnson; and Committee Member

7

Charmaine Tavares; as well as Council Chair

8

Hokama with us this morning -- this afternoon.

9

From the Administration, with us -- with

10

us is the Director, Alice Lee, of the Housing

11

and Human Concerns, and from Corporation

12

Counsel, Ed Kushi.

13

Members, we will start with our public

14

testimony.

15

up to testify.

16

this morning is Giovanni Rosati, and he will be

17

testifying on Housing and Human Services No.4.

18
19

20

We have several individuals signed
The first individual to testify

Following Mr. Rosati will be DeGray
Vanderbilt.
And just for housekeeping purposes,

21

please recognize yourself, and whether or not

22

you represent an organization.

23

getting prepared for the first testimony,

24

can remember to turn off your cell phones and

25

your pagers at this particular time.

And while we are
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Mr. Rosati, thank you.

1

. BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY

2
3

MR. ROSATI:

Thank you, Chair.

Good morning, Chair,

4

and Members of the Committee.

5

Rosati.

6

Housing Task Force.

I am Giovanni

And I am here representing the Maui Nui

7

The ordinance, the draft ordinance that

8

we have today, there are still several items in

9

it that we feel would be better if they were

10

closer to the proposal that we had had, but

11

that's probably no surprise.

12

to that on more than one occasion.

13

going to do that again today.

14

the Committee's choice, it appears, is to send

15

it out to the various Commissions for review and

16

feedback, and so we look forward to

17

participating in that process.

18

The item

But I have spoken
I am not

We respect that

the one item that I do want

19

to take a moment on today is the -- the concern

20

that we have for the definition of resident.

21

And it's my understanding that the legal advice

22

that you have is that we can't put any type of a

23

durational requirement on the definition of

24

resident.

25

Our concern in the task force is that
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1

not having something like that is going to

2

dramatically lessen the benefit of this proposal

3

to the residents of Maui County, to the people

4

that I believe you wanted to help.

5

are expending our own resources to do further

6

research on that subject, as we know that that's

7

of legal concern for you, but we feel that it is

8

imperative, and at this point it is our

9

strongest concern with the ordinance.

And so we

And we look forward to coming back to

10
11

you with more information about that both from

12

within the State of Hawaii, most specifically,

13

the County of Hawaii, and also from other

14

jurisdictions.
And that we look forward

15

16
17

back to talk more about that.
CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Rosati.

testifier?

20

Mahalo.

21

Mr. Vanderbilt.

22

Thank you.

Members, any questions for the

18
19

we will be

And Mr. Vanderbilt will

be followed by Jo-Ann Ridao.

23

MR. VANDERBILT:

24

CHAIR MATEO:

25

MR. VANDERBILT:

Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

Good afternoon.
Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman
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1

still on Molokai time -- members of the Housing

2

and Human Concerns Committee.

3

Vanderbilt.

4

years.

5

Commission, which will,

6

this bill soon, but I am here speaking on my own

7

behalf.

I have been on Molokai for about 30

I am a member of the Molokai Planning
I guess, be receiving

I just put -- handed out a couple of

8

9

My name is DeGray

items.

One was a Honolulu Advertiser piece that

10

Lee Cataluna, Maui -- born and raised on Maui,

11

Lee wrote this about hotels and the local

12

lifestyle can exist on the North Shore.

13

has just a lot of good points about how the

14

local -- local lifestyle is getting eroded in a

15

lot of areas.

And it

And the other article was one from the

16
17

Maui News on March 3rd, regarding a recent

18

meeting,

19

about 30 percent of the residential units

20

being

21

about Councilmember Tavares saying that she will

22

continue to push for 80 percent affordable.

23

Talks about you, Mr. Chairman, saying there's a

24

lot of work to be done, and that it's going to

25

the Planning Commissions.

I believe, that was here.

being for affordable units.

And it talks

It talks

And it talks about
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1

even commercial development should have a

2

housing component.
And I guess another point that's in this

3

4

article is on page 4, and it

and it talks

5

about that

6

70 percent of all Maui County households earn

7

100 percent of median income or less.

8

bill, as it stands right now, does not provide

9

any ownership units for people making

that according to an SMS survey,

And this

10

100 percent or less.

The minimum category is

11

the minimum category I believe is moderate

12

income, which is households earning 100 percent

13

but not more than 120 percent.

14

are just a little below 62,000 a year, this bill

15

doesn't account

16

ownership level.

So if -- if you

account for you on the

And I guess that's where I am coming

17
18

from,

19

times that I have spoke,

20

of catching up to do on the affordable side.

21

hear everybody talk, and here we are at

22

30 percent.

23

and I have been all these -- all of the
is that we've got a lot

The developers were going nuts and

24

jumping on the bandwagon for this 201G process

25

that the State had, and that was 50 percent.
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1

That was 50 percent.

So that's -- and they were

2

making big money at that.

3

I ran out some figures on some of the

4

projects, and it showed that they were making

5

substantial profits on these 201G's.

6

matter of fact,

7

would pay for all the infrastructure cost of the

8

whole project, and then the market price units

9

were gravy to the developer.

10

MS. REVELS:

11

MR. VANDERBILT:

As a

the affordable units in general

Three minutes.
I -- I -- it cost so much to fly

12

over here, it gets kind of tough for three

13

minutes, but anyway,

14

is that --

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I guess what I want to say

Excuse me, Mr. Chair.

Could

16

we have him, because he has come over here, if

17

he wants an additional three minutes,

18

know if that's possible, but is he aware that he

19

could come back for an additional three minutes

20

at the end?

21
22
23

CHAIR MATEO:

I don't

You have -- you have that option,

Mr. Vanderbilt.
MR. VANDERBILT:

Okay.

24

additional three.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I will come back for an
Thanks.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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9

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

2
3

4

Ms. Ridao, to be followed by -- by Susan
Moikeha.
MS. RIDAO:

Good afternoon, Chair and Council

5

Members.

6

Jo-Ann Ridao, Executive Director of Lokahi

7

Pacific, and I am here this afternoon to testify

8

on the bill for ordinance on the First-Time Home

9

Buyers' fund.

10

I am here this afternoon -- I am

I

just wanted to offer some suggestions

11

for changes in parts of the bill, and they

12

are -- they are

13

substantial.

14

I don't think they are

Anyway, on page 3, Section 3.30.040, the

15

Qualifying standards for applicants,

16

suggesting that we add something in there to the

17

effect that the applicant shall not have sold

18

land or a dwelling in the last three years.

19

think there's something in there about owning,

20

but I think it would be good to add something to

21

the effect that they did not sell anything

22

within the last three years.

23

Okay.

I am just

On page 4, Section 3.30.050,

24

Terms of the loan.

At the end of the first

25

paragraph under this section, after that
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1

sentence that says,

"The borrower shall execute

2

a promissory note",

I would include in that

3

section the last sentence to be,

4

shall accrue",

"no interest

just to be clear.

And then under section -- that same

5
6

section, item (B), capital (B),

I would then

7

delete the first sentence, which says,

8

interest shall accrue", so then we are

9

separating that part of it.

"No

And that -- that

10

section would begin with,

11

required under until the following events

12

occur".

13

"No repayment shall be

And then under -- oh,

I would add a

14

No.4 to that to read that "the borrower sells

15

the property" so it's -- you have some -- I

16

think you cannot do certain things -- where am

17

I?

18

says -- where it says,

19

should not occur" -- "should occur," then you

20

would have a No.4, that says the borrower --

21

"if the borrower sells".

22
23
24

25

Section 4.

Yeah.

To add another one that
"The following events

And those were the only suggestions I
had for changes right now.
I wanted to let you know that I also
spoke with a loan officer at American Savings
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1

Bank, and the USDA Maui Rural Development

2

Manager to review the proposed ordinance.

3

American Savings Bank indicated that the draft

4

bill is fine,

5

there would be no problem for lending.

6

and under their lending criteria,

USDA Rural Development, their only

7

comment was that under the USDA guidelines, the

8

administrative fee, which is the $450 annual

9

fee,

would have to be included in the debt ratio

10

for the borrower.

11

a borrower that were 80 percent and below,

12

may affect their borrowing power even if it's

13

only $38 a month.

14

advise you of that.

17

this bill.
CHAIR MATEO:

say, were
it

So they -- they wanted me to

Otherwise,

15
16

So if this person,

I have no other comments on

Thank you.

Ms. Ridao, go back to .050, Terms of

18

loan, and your -- your recommendation for the

19

language.

20

MS. RIDAO:

21

CHAIR MATEO:

22

accrue.

23

section?

24
25

MS. RIDAO:
it up,

Yeah,

let me --

In terms of no
Put that

no interest shall

those words where in this

I was going -- I suggested that we move
I think.

Yeah,

3.30.050.

Okay.
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1

know,

it says the borrower shall execute a

2

promissory note in favor of the County.

3

that,

4

And then (B) would -- would start with,

5

repayment shall be required until one of the

6

following events occur".

I would say,

7

CHAIR MATEO:

8

MS. RIDAO:

9

Okay.

After

"no interest shall accrue".
"No

Thank you.

I think if you leave it there like that

saying,

"and" it's kind of nebulous that

10

interest may be, if you read it a certain way.

11

And so I

12

if we put it up there by the promissory note.

13

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you.

Members, any additional questions for

14
15

just -- I thought it would be clearer

the testifier?

16

Thank you, Ms. Ridao.

17

MS. RIDAO:

18

CHAIR MATEO:

Ms. Moikeha.

19

MS. MOIKEHA:

Good afternoon,

Thank you.

Thank you.

Chair and Committee

20

Members.

21

comments that I wanted to make today are my own

22

comments, my own personal opinions, although my

23

experience in the Planning Commission has helped

24

form those opinions.

25

My name is Susan Moikeha,

and the

I want to just quickly go through some
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1

of the things that I would like to add comments

2

to or ask that you have clarity on.
On page 3, under 2.96.030,

3
4

Applicability, No.4, it says five or more hotel

5

units.

6

there should be some clarity on whether that

7

includes timeshares as well as fractional use.

8

And fractional use is a new term that's come on

9

recently in regards to which -- has the same

I would like some clarity.

10

effect as timeshares except

11

monthly rather than weekly.

12

Personally,

I think

's ownership of

I think that you should

13

include them both.

14

Council his approved agreements on timeshares

15

for assessment of affordability.

16

example of that.

17

This Committee has -- this

Maui Lu was an

Early on, when I initially made -- gave

18

testimony to this body,

I mentioned the fact

19

about the problem with redevelopment, where you

20

have a development that's been in use as a hotel

21

for maybe 30 years.

22

their affordable requirement back then; however,

23

30 years later, they are completely demolishing

24

the -- the structures, and they are doing

25

something new and different.

They may have fulfilled

It might be
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14

residential mixed with time -- timeshare.
I really feel that -- that they should

2
3

be subject to it on the condition that their

4

affordable housing assessment 30 years ago,

5

however long it was,

6

preservation of affordability.

7

if they haven't kept it to the date,

8

still affordable, then to me, they are starting

9

new, and they should be subject to this.

10

So I -- I think that needs to be

or

is still not in a
In other words,
and it's

11

addressed, and if you choose not to include it,

12

then maybe it's -- it needs to be included as an

13

exemption.
The other thing is on page 6, under

14
15

2.96.060, Residential work house -- workforce

16

housing restriction, ownership of units.

17

begins by saying that the ownership units shall

18

be subject to this chapter for 25 years from the

19

initial sale.

20

is why do you need a time frame?

21

using resale formulas,

22

are preserving the affordability into the

23

future,

24
25

It

My initial interpretation of that
If you are

you are keeping that, you

so why the time frame?
After talking about it with someone,

maybe it is a reward,

and I think there needs to
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1

be some clarity as to what the intent there is.

2

Maybe it is a reward for someone living on this

3

island for 25 years, contributing to the

4

community, involved in the local workforce,

5

raised their family, and after 25 years, they

6

they deserve to sell their unit at market price

7

and retire.

8

there, I am

I don't know.

But the intent

it is not clear to me.

In Section (B) of that same area,

9

10

exemptions,

11

the Director",

12

would need to be any exemptions.

13

are you giving to the Director to make

14

exceptions on?

15

MS. REVELS:

16

MS. MOIKEHA:

17

20

I don't understand why there
What authority

Three minutes.
And

and if you are going to make

exemptions, then where does that fall into it?

18
19

"unless an exemption is granted by

I would like to come back for three more
minutes.
CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

Susan -- Ms. Moikeha was

21

the last individual to sign up to testify at

22

this point, so we will ask Mr. Vanderbilt to

23

come back up for his last three minutes, and

24

then Ms. Moikeha will follow.

25

MR. VANDERBILT:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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16
Just to pick up where Susan left off,

2

that hotel that's been here only 30 years at

3

Kapalua Bay and is being torn down, that just

4

shows you how much money is involved.

5

perfectly good hotel with high occupancies,

6

probably making some good money, but they can

7

make more money.

8

that they should be contributing to the

9

affordable housing needs of -- of Maui County.

10

I

So definitely,

Here is a

I would think

guess I would support 80 percent or

11

more for the housing, and I

12

it is another 50 percent added on to -- to the

13

affordable housing mix that 30 percent of that

14

extra 50 percent should be for people making

15

under 100 percent of the median income, and then

16

the other 20 percent could be for those making

17

maybe from 140 to 160.

18

-- I

think that if

Now, there's a couple of things in the

19

bill that I am sure we will -- we will try to

20

pick up on Molokai, but when you are talking

21

about how to calculate the sales price, there's

22

an interest rate mentioned, but there's no term

23

of the mortgage.

24

mortgage, you can get that 30 percent of the

25

you know, the price can't -- the buyer can't pay

So if you go to a 40-year
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1

more than 30 percent of his income, but you

2

are -- you are just being able to inflate the

3

purchase price more because -- because you are

4

putting a 40-year mortgage on there, and -- and

5

you are just increasing the interest payments

6

over the long haul for the home buyer, and he

7

is -- he is never really going to get to own the

8

home.

9

So I would -- I would think, and I think

10

the 10 percent interest rate is high.

11

are using HUD figures on the median income.

12

HUD -- HUD prices are based on 5 percent down

13

payment and a 30-year mortgage.

14

HUD, you

And I -- I guess in that article that I

15

passed out that was in the Maui News, it said on

16

the Big Island, one of the resorts donated

17

276 acres to the County for affordable housing.

18

And I have been on this all the time, and -- and

19

I am sure you are tired of hearing it from me,

20

but we need to get the land.

21

know how to develop affordable housing.

22

idea of affordable housing is smaller,

23

cracker-box stuff.

24
25

Developers do not
Their

You go down to the beach, and you think
you see some homeless people.

Go talk to some
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1

of these homeless people.

2

consider themselves homeless.

3

themselves without a house.

4

I have.

They don't

They consider

And I talked with one lady, and she said

5

I prefer living here.

6

cracker-box units up by Safeway.

7

drug dealers, you could hear everything that was

8

happening.

9

beach more than I do

10

I was living in these
There were

So I prefer the atmosphere of the
so I am not homeless,

am just houseless.
And I think we owe people to get houses,

11

12

and on a decent-sized lot.

13

for instance, if you took 85 percent of the

14

276 acres, that would leave about 230, because

15

you have roads and everything for housing.

16

would be a thousand 8,500-square-foot lots, a

17

thousand.

18

MS. REVELS:

19

MR. VANDERBILT:

20

I

On that 276 acres,

That

Three minutes.
So anyway,

I guess everybody knows

where I am coming from.

21

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Mr.

22

MR. VANDERBILT:

And let's just take the development

23

of affordable housing away from the developers

24

because they just don't know how to do it.

25

Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO:

19
Thank you, Mr. Vanderbilt.

2

Mr. Vanderbilt, if you can come back to the

3

podium, Ms. Johnson has a -

4

ask.
Ms. Johnson.

5

6

has a question to

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you, DeGray.

When you

7

are speaking about the stipulation on the length

8

of the mortgage, is there any specific place

9

within the document, or you know, did you go

10

through the various sections, or is it just a

11

general comment that we haven't included that?

12

Because I wasn't sure which section you were

13

actually referring to.

14
15

MR. VANDERBILT:

Well,

I -- where is the section

I

that it talks about

16

MS. REVELS:

17

MR. VANDERBILT:

18

page

--

It is in Section 2.96.060,
Okay.

subset

Yeah, up at the top of

where?
Sales price, yeah, at the bottom of page

19

On the bottom

6,

21

of page 6, it says down payment will be

22

10 percent.

23

be used.

25

so i f you go over to

yeah.

20

24

(E) .

The prevailing interest rate shall

But there's no term of the mortgage.
And I am just saying that under HUD,

they use 5 percent down payment.

Ten percent is
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1

pretty stiff payment, especially if you are

2

talking affordable prices like we are talking of

3

a quarter of a million dollars.

4

So maybe it could -- if you are going to

5

use the HUD figures as a standard for income,

6

then I would think it would be good to follow

7

suit on -- on that other.

8

9

And Mr. Chairman, if I could just make
one quick point that I forgot.

In this article

10

that I passed out that was in the Maui News,

11

said that 70 percent of the people in Maui

12

County make 100 percent or less of median

13

income, 70 percent.

14

now that really provides 70 percent of the

15

housing for people that are making more than

16

that, more than the median income.

17

think that we -- we -- we really need to focus

18

on that 70 percent.

19

it

Yet we have a housing bill

And -- and I

And they can be done because if you get

20

the land, you can use Self-Help, you can use a

21

consortium of non-profits like Jo-Ann Ridao's

22

Lokahi Pacific, who came in where all their

23

units were affordable for people making

24

80 percent or less, and you can use a lot of

25

other plans to really do something that will be
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1

affordable for the working people of Maui

2

County.

3

CHAIR MATEO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

Thank you.
Ms. Moikeha.

6
7

Thank you, Mr. Vanderbilt.

MS. MOIKEHA:

Just to continue again from that same

8

section, the pros and cons of giving the

9

Director exemptions I think needs to be

10

discussed or looked at.
The next thing that I would like to talk

11

12

about is

(F), which is resale price.

Again,

13

this deals -- deals with what I think is the

14

crux of this whole thing,

15

affordability.

16

us in the first draft, which I testified on, was

17

attached to it, when you read that,

18

appraisals are done for the building alone, not

19

for the combined value of the land and building.

20

And here it is not determined what you are

21

appraising.

and that's preserving

This formula,

which was given to

it says

Now, there are variations to that.

22
23

Reading again from that same formula,

that

24

was -- resale formula sheet that was given to

25

us,

"Some CLTs appraise the value of both the
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1

land and building, use a ratio to determine how

2

much of the property's value is owned by the

3

homeowner, and then apply a percentage to

4

depreciation".

5

So to me, that's not clear, and again,

6

think the primary goal of the resale

7

using a formula for resale, helps to preserve

8

affordability into the future.

9

I

resale,

And what you are really talking about

10

when you say CLTs is the Community Land Trusts,

11

make it possible for households of modest means

12

to enjoy the benefits of ownership

13

while agreeing to restrict the resale prices of

14

their homes in order to preserve affordability.

15

Resale provisions ensure that homeowners receive

16

a fair return on investment while offering

17

future home buyers the same affordable

18

ownership -- home ownership opportunities.

19

this manner, CLTs uniquely balance the interest

20

of the individual, building wealth through home

21

ownership, with those of the community,

22

protecting land as a community asset, while

23

preserving the initial public subsidy for the

24

benefit of future generations of homeowners with

25

low incomes.

ownership,

In

And really, that's, to me, what
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this should be all about, and that's the focus.
Then we do need a time.

2

You do need to

3

set a time.

4

you,

5

future.

6

attached to subsidy, and I don't see anything

7

referencing that formula and subsidy and how to

8

handle that.

and it would preserve it into -- into the

11

Again,

resale price formulas are also

I think that was pretty much my last

9
10

Your resale price would do that for

comment.
I just want to let you know that we get

12

a report on behalf of the Commission from the

13

Director, Director Lee, on in-lieu

14

contributions, and to date there has been

15

$10 million assessed on probably about 10

16

projects that had SMA review.

17

already been spoken for.

18

already been built.

19

been struggling with this ordinance.

20

This moneys have

Some of this has

And this is while we have

The key thing I would like to mention

21

here is in her letter to us -- and she uses an

22

example of one project we approved -- MF9,

23

luxury condo project,

24

December 14, 2004, and was only reviewed by the

25

County Council in January of 2006.

received its SMA
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1

Her comment I sincerely agree with, that

2

it is the quite lengthy result -- thus, the time

3

between approval of an SMA application and

4

review by the County Council can be quite

5

lengthy,

6

the in-lieu contribution by the applicant.

7

MS. REVELS:

8

MS. MOIKEHA:

9

resulting in the delay of payment of

Three minutes.
And I don't know if it's appropriate to

address in this ordinance or to take it up in

10

another Committee, but how quickly we move

11

through the process, from SMA to the approval

12

under Council's jurisdiction needs to go a

13

little faster.

14

this body is contributing to the delay of those

15

moneys which is the whole objective of getting

16

housing built.

17

Because we are contributing

I think I -- I also agree with the

18

previous speaker that I am not certain as to why

19

only that certain segment is -- is under the

20

affordable, why we are not doing below -- I

21

think it was 100 percent.

22

mindset for that is.

23

I don't know what the

I think -- oh, and on commercial, we

24

have approved a project, A&B's project over by

25

Dairy Road, which should be coming to this
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1

Council -- actually, it was put on them by the

2

State Land Use that they would be a contributor

3

of acres of land of a minimum of 21.

4

struggled with this on how much more they should

5

go.

6

MS. REVELS:

7

MS. MOIKEHA:

Four minutes.
We have come to a deciding factor on

8

that.

9

considered.

10
11

But that's something else to be
And that's the end of my comments.

Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you very much.

12

Members, any questions?

13

Ms. Tavares.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Ms. Moikeha, since you -- you

15

went through your stuff pretty fast.

16

time limit

17

MS. MOIKEHA:

18

for me.

19

We really

I know.

I know the

Three minutes is really hard

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Do you have that in

in

20

writing, the suggestions that you have told us

21

about?

22

MS. MOIKEHA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

25

No, but I could get it to you.
If you could, yeah, because I

couldn't write fast enough.
MS. MOIKEHA:

Okay.

Sorry.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No, that's -- that's all

2

right.

3

your input on this.

4

of the history and a perspective because you see

5

it from -- have seen it from the Planning

6

Commission side.

7

coming forward to help us get through this.

8

MS. MOIKEHA:

And thank you very much for your -- for
I think you come with a lot

And I really appreciate your

Thank you.
And -- and just on that Community Land

9
10

Trust and the resale value,

11

need to get somebody here that knows more than

12

just me spouting off what I learned.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MS. MOIKEHA:

I really think you

Okay.

I -- I mentioned that early on.

I

15

think it's worthy to have someone brought In

16

that has tremendous experience with that, and I

17

think it would do your ordinance well to do

18

that.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

MS. MOIKEHA:

Thank you.

21

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

22

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Members, Ms. Moikeha was the last

23

individual to testify.

Last -- I will give the

24

people in the audience a last opportunity.

25

this point, if there's anybody interested in
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testifying, please come up to the podium now.

1

2

Seeing nobody approach, Members, with no

3

objections, we will -- Chair would like to close

4

public testimony at this time.

5

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

6

CHAIR MATEO:

. END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY .

7

8

Thank you.

CHAIR MATEO:

9

If you take a look at your agendas for

this afternoon, Members, we have four items on

10

the agenda.

I do expect some of the items to be

11

a little lengthy, so I am going to ask the

12

Members in advance to please keep your comments

13

brief and to the point and specifically on the

14

agenda item itself, and I thank you in advance

15

for your cooperation.

16
17

HHS-4

COUNTY HOUSING POLICY (C.C. No. 05-132)

18
19

CHAIR MATEO:

The first item on this afternoon's

20

agenda is HHS-4, the County housing policy.

If

21

you recall at the last meeting, the Committee

22

ran out of time in its efforts to move the

23

residential housing workforce policy forward to

24

the respective Planning Commissions on

25

March 2nd.

A procedural concern was raised by
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1

Council Chair Hokama regarding the Committee

2

Chair's initial intent to forward the proposed

3

policy to the respective commissions via cover

4

of letter versus resolution.
Since we are -- we were not prepared at

5
6

that meeting, the Committee had authorized the

7

Chair and staff to prepare the resolution, and

8

that resolution is before you this afternoon,

9

entitled "REFERRING TO THE LANAI, MAUl, AND THE

10

MOLOKAI PLANNING COMMISSIONS A DRAFT BILL

11

ESTABLISHING A RESIDENTIAL WORKFORCE HOUSING

12

POLICY" for the commissions' review and

13

comments.
This afternoon, we are looking at that

14
15

resolution, and -- and Members, at this

16

particular point, the Chair will open the floor

17

for discussion on that specific item only.
Ms. Johnson.

18
19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Because we are looking at

20

this, and I am not sure, were there any changes

21

that staff would like to highlight,

22

were any changes made since our last meeting in

23

the draft bill?

24

CHAIR MATEO:

25

MS. REVELS:

if there

Ms. Revels.
There were several changes to the
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1

definitions in this draft bill.

2

definition of developable lot.

3

definition of disabled,

4

homeless.

5

undeveloped lot,

6

undeveloped lot.

7

We did add a
We also added a

and elderly,

and

And I believe we also added -I believe,

is also added.

Yes,

The rest of the changes to the

8

ordinance, while there were several through

9

here, were mainly cosmetic and housekeeping

10

oh,

11

the definition of residential workforce housing.

12

We changed the terms to match the older

13

ordinance of 2.86, per Michelle's request.

14

There is now a definition of under 50 percent,

15

and then 50 to 80 percent.

16

required were not changed, however, only the

17

definition.

18

I take that back.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

There was one change to

Okay.

The percentages

Thank you very much,

19

Mr. Chair.

And because I -- I know that we got

20

hung up on this last time over what, you know,

21

was I guess the method of transmission, and also

22

because I know this is coming back to us,

23

spoken,

24

and in fact we had a program that we

25

participated in that actually discussed some of

I had

I believe, with Councilmember Tavares,
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the housing options.
Because I did not have sufficient time,

2

was not feeling well, to be able to actually

3

I

4

draft any amendments, and I also want to move

5

forward with this, rather than get caught up

6

right now, I would be more than happy, you know,

7

to move forward in whatever direction the Chair

8

wants to move in because I think it's just

9

critical that if we are going to put in

10

amendments that we not just throw it on the

11

table, you know, at the 11th hour because we are

12

going to have some time.

13

do have amendments, that are in a form that

14

could be considered, that's fine.

15

want to move this, Mr. Chair, because I think as

16

one of the testifiers said, this has been a long

17

time coming, and we have worked on it and worked

18

on it and worked on it, and I -- I do like some

19

of the comments that Ms. Moikeha made.

20

And even if we are not able to

But also, if Members

But I really

21

incorporate all of those,

I think that at least

22

those areas that she addressed, perhaps when it

23

does come to the various Planning Commissions,

24

they can be readdressed.

25

verbiage inserted into the bill that will help

And then perhaps some
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give it clarity.
CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.

3
4

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

I will support your recommendation.

5

I

6

think when we last talked about this particular

7

ordinance, the way we transmit this thing to the

8

Planning Commission was the issue, and that a

9

resolution transmitting the proposed ordinance

10

is the way to go.

11

hand,

12

were given by the testifiers, we still can make

13

changes when it comes back to us.

14

to move forward.

15

So with the resolution in

although there were good examples that

CHAIR MATEO:

So I am ready

Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Members, if there's no additional

16
17

comment, it is the Chair's recommendation that

18

we adopt the draft resolution referring to the

19

Lanai, Maui, and Molokai Planning Commissions

20

the draft -- that draft bill, giving them the

21

opportunity to review and comment on our

22

proposed legislation.

23

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So move.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Second.

25

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you very much.
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Any discussion, Mr. Pontanilla?

1

2

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

3

CHAIR MATEO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR MATEO:

No discussion.

All those

I am sorry.
Ms. Johnson was the second.

Yeah, been moved and seconded.

6

Discussion?

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And -- and I just want to

8

thank the staff and thank all the people that

9

have given the input because, as was spoken

10

about earlier, this is not the end of this bill

11

because there's a lot of work.

12

myself as well as even Councilmember Anderson,

13

because we spoke about the demographic maybe not

14

matching, and this is going to I think take a

15

little bit of work because also we want to make

16

sure that the information that we have in terms

17

of the actual population that's being served is

18

accurate because that was out of the last

19

census, and is that still valid information?

20

And perhaps

So I think before we go and we lock in

21

everything, maybe even if we could come up with

22

a more fluid way; as the demographic changes,

23

perhaps the policy could also change.

24

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

25

sending this forward.

And I support

And I also want to thank
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1

Ms. Lee and Mr. Kushi and staff because they

2

have just been wonderful, besides yourself,

3

all the people that contributed to this.

4

you very much, Mr. Chair.

5
6
7

CHAIR MATEO:

and

Thank

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

I will be

8

supporting the resolution.

I -- I also just had

9

a little note because we hear many people now

10

talking about some of the percentages that are

11

being tossed around.

12

have staff or -- or someone who is in the know

13

about the numbers,

14

and the incomes, to do a little more research

15

and try to pin down some of these incomes.

And

16

if they are single wage earners or couples,

or

17

whatever.

18

But I would like to either

as far as the demographics

Because, you know, by definition, the

19

median means half,

so, you know,

50 percent are

20

below 100 and 50 percent are above 100.

21

70 percent must refer to an average, which is

22

the mean.

23

clarified so that we don't keep talking about

24

things and each of us has our own definition of

25

what that means.

So the

So if we could get that part

But I think we need more
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1

detail regarding the -- the incomes of people

2

that are below that 100 percent, and what that

3

unit looks like, the wage earner and dependents.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

4
5

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

Members, if -- if I may,

6

I think what we

7

are looking at at this particular point is the

8

last, now, ten months,

9

being able to take one of this County's most

of coming together, of

10

complex issues, and try to start with, you know,

11

stepping stones, a beginning point for us.

12

in the ten months, we have been able to

13

collaborate with so many groups,

14

and individuals to help us to get to this

15

particular point.

16

useful, everybody's participation was definitely

17

necessary, and everybody demonstrated that they

18

are all in -- in fact,

19

future of this community.

And

organizations,

Everybody's comments was

stakeholders in the

It's time that we take care of our --

20

21

our local residents.

We need to stop losing our

22

residents to the Mainland.

23

things.

24

that are not the most popular at this particular

25

point but decisions that need to be made.

And we did the tough

We made the tough decisions, decisions
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And again, this is just a starting

1

2

point.

3

the respective Planning Commissions that our

4

work will then begin because changes are coming.

5

But we needed to have that starting point.

6

we have done as much as we could to take it as

7

far as we can at this point to allow this

8

process to now continue.

9

it.

I

I

am sure that when it comes back from

And

So I am anxious about

am anxious in getting response back from

10

the Planning Commissions.

11

you very much for the ride, and I told you, as

12

we began, that buckle your seat belts, it was

13

going to get bumpy, and in fact,

14

guess the best is yet to come.

15

And Members, thank

it has,

and I

And with that being said, Members, all

16

those in favor,

signify by saying aye.

17

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

18

CHAIR MATEO:

19

VOTE:

Opposed?

AYES:

20

Thank you very much.

Councilmember Hokama, Johnson,
Pontanilla, Tavares and
Chair Mateo.
None.
None.
None.
None.

22

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

23

MOTION CARRIED.

21

24

ACTION:

ADOPTION of proposed resolution by C.R.

25
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FIRST-TIME HOME BUYERS' FUND
05-190)

(C.C. No.

2

3

CHAIR MATEO:

Moving on to the next item on the

4

agenda, the Housing and Human Services 6, the

5

First-Time Home Buyers' fund.

6

As a result of the 2006 Budget process,

7

the City Council crafted and passed legislation

8

that established the fund.

9

establishing the First-Time Home Buyers' fund,

10

was relating to the establishing of guidelines

11

for the implement -- implementing and

12

administering of this program, this Committee

13

initiated discussion.

14

In May of 2005,

Subsequent to

Councilmember Molina

15

submitted to the Committee for discussion a

16

draft bill that was -- that provided the

17

framework for the implementation of the

18

First-Time Home Buyers' revolving fund.

19

And as you recall, this Committee did

20

have its lengthy discussion on the draft

21

ordinance.

22

afternoon is that proposed ordinance that this

23

Committee reached consensus on and had forwarded

24

to the Corporation Counsel for -- for review,

25

form and legality.

What we have before us this
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Members, what we are

- you need to

2

remember that we are fighting a clock at this

3

particular point in time.

4

meeting prior to budget.

5

this out of Committee.

6

objective in taking a look at the -- at the

7

ordinance.

8

would like to allow Member Molina the

9

opportunity to start the discussion on the

This is my last
And we need to get

I am asking you to be

And at this particular point,

I

10

ordinance that we are currently looking at, the

11

ordinance that we had recently gotten back from

12

Corp. Counsel.

13
14
15
16

Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you very much,

Mr. Chair.
First of all, much thank yous to you for
It's

17

bringing this matter out for discussion.

18

quite timely, to say the least.

19

of affordable housing is, you know,

20

like to look at it lS just a big monster that

21

has to be attacked from different angles using a

22

variety of solutions, and this is just one

23

potential solution as well as the -- the

24

previous issue that was just sent out of your

25

Committee, which is the policy.

And the issue
just how I

So there's a
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1

lot of different solutions that we need to use

2

to help sort of bring this monster down to its

3

knees.
But I've just got a couple of questions

4
5

for clarification.

6

Committee Members who would have questions about

7

it first, but I do have some, but again,

8

yield as a courtesy to your Committee Members,

9

first,

10

CHAIR MATEO:

Again,

I will yield to any

if they have questions on it.
Thank you very much, Mr. Molina.

11

Members, any questions?

12

Ms. Johnson.

13

I will

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

My only question,

I guess,

14

would be, with regard to the issues that were

15

raised by Ms. Ridao, because of the fact that I

16

think they are really good suggestions,

17

be inclined, and I would just want to know if

18

Mr. Molina would have any problem with

19

incorporating what I think are really good

20

suggestions in the different sections that

21

was -- that were brought up by Ms. Ridao.

22

CHAIR MATEO:

And Ms. Johnson,

I would

I can -- I can respond

23

to you that Mr. Molina and I had a similar

24

discussion earlier this afternoon, and it just

25

relates directly to what Ms. Ridao had read
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1

suggested to us,

2

interest as well in the next couple of minutes.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

CHAIR MATEO:

5

8

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

Members, any additional

questions?

6
7

so we will be addressing her

Mr. Molina, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank -- thank you very much,

Mr. Chairman.

9

My first question relates to

10

Section 3.30.025 under Definitions.

11

curious, how will we determine that an

12

individual's primary residence is Maui?

13

other words, what source will we use?

14

be something like a driver's license, or a tax

15

return?

16

verification, maybe if I could -- if we could

17

get a comment from Corporation Counsel.
CHAIR MATEO:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

In
Will it

I am just curious as to what type of

18

20

I am just

Yeah, Mr. Molina -If we need to add anything

specific to it.
CHAIR MATEO:

The similar -- similar -- we had to

22

deal with a similar request during our

23

discussion of the policy in terms of durational

24

residency versus bona fide residency.

25

And Mr. Kushi,

if you could respond to
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Mr. Molina's question.
MR. KUSHI:

Mr. Chair, our office has written several

3

memos on this very question.

And without going

4

into detail, residents of any individual -- an

5

individual can have two, three, four,

6

residency -- residences.

7

domicile.

8

term domicile in.

9

where you intend to reside.

He can only have one

So that's why I believe we put that
Domicile is defined to be
And it could

and

10

becomes subjective to certain points.

11

becomes very objective in evidence -- evidencing

12

your domicile, like you said, driver's license;

13

in this case, not household, because you would

14

be disqualified; but electric bills, etc.

15

It

We caution -- we have always cautioned

16

this body about getting into durational

17

residences or domiciles or how long have you

18

been here, etc.

19

So we take the position that the State

20

does in its definitions under 201G HRS, which

21

really defines residency in terms of domicile.

22

I don't know if that -- if that answer

23

helps you, but --

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

MR. KUSHI:

Somewhat, yeah.

If you can give me some examples of what
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you would suggest.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Could we -- with the way the

3

bill is written, so -- for example,

4

looked at tax returns, you know, as something

5

that, I guess, clearly shows that you are,

6

guess, a resident.

7

or is it just assumed with the ordinance?

8

that something that the Committee should

9

consider implementing?

10

MR. KUSHI:

I always

I

Could we incorporate that,
Is

You could -- you could require proof -- I

11

mean, proof or evidence of tax returns from any

12

state, but not require Hawaii State tax returns.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

14

CHAIR MATEO:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

Mr. Chair, can I go on to

another section -CHAIR MATEO:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

20

Thank you.

Okay.

17

19

Okay.

Go ahead.
if there's no other comment

on this?
For the qualifying standards, 3.30.040,

21

this is -- I am just throwing this out for

22

consideration, should we maybe add that an

23

applicant be employed within the County of Maui

24

either six months or one year prior to

25

submission of application?

I don't know if
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1

that's something that we could add to further

2

strengthen,

3

that something

4

out there, so, maybe if Corp. Counsel could

5

comment on that as well.

6

CHAIR MATEO:

7

MR. KUSHI:

10
11

I am

Is

I am just throwing it

Yeah, Mr. Kushi.
Yes, Mr. Chair.
Mr. Molina, you asked the same question

8
9

I guess, the residency issue?

in a different format,
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

so I would say no.
Okay.

All right.

Okay.
Moving on, Mr. Chairman, on 3.30.050,

12
13

Terms of the loan,

14

clarify Subsection (B), where it states that,

15

"No interest shall accrue and no payment shall

16

be required until one of following events

17

occur", which is the refinancing, change of

18

primary residence, or loan term expiration.

19

just clarify -- trying to

The question is what is the interest

20

that will accrue.

21

there's an interest rate for default, but just

22

by looking at it, it appears there's no

23

particular stated interest.

24

clarification on that, if, you know --

25

CHAIR MATEO:

Subsection (C)

states that

So just for

Staff, I am going ask staff to -- if
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you can clarify for Mr. Molina.
MS. REVELS:

I wasn't at the last meeting, but from

3

reading the minutes,

4

that you wanted no interest to accrue.

5

might be appropriate to follow Ms. Ridao's

6

suggestion of having (B) be "no interest shall

7

accrue", period.

8

return,

9

be required",

10
11

12
13

have No.

it was my understanding
So it

Then have a -- on a hard
(C) be that "no repayment shall

just for clarity, to make sure

that the issue can't be confused.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Thank you.

I think

that would be a good suggestion.
CHAIR MATEO:

I guess, Members, we are going to have

14

to take a look at the changing of that

15

particular section of the ordinance, because the

16

way it reads right now, under .050, item (B),

17

"No interest shall accrue and no repayment will

18

be required until one of the following events

19

occur", and the recommendation that we received

20

from Ms. Ridao, would put that clause "no

21

section [sic]

22

above.

23

shall accrue" on the line right

So that statement would read,

the line

24

above would read,

"The borrower shall execute a

25

promissory note in favor of the County.
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Any objections to -- to that language
before asking for an amendment?

8

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

9

CHAIR MATEO:

We don't have a motion.

Yeah, that's

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR MATEO:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

any -- go ahead.

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.

Go ahead.
Since this is before us right

13

now, you could recommend those changes.

14

don't have to do it in a motion to amend until

15

we have the motion to accept or to adopt this

16

bill.

17

informally as your recommendation.

18
19
20

CHAIR MATEO:

We

So we could kind of do it, like,

Good.

Then we can go that

we will

go that route, to move it along, then.
Then,

just to restate, if you take a

21

look at the -- the line, the sentence right

22

above item (B),

23

promissory note in favor of the County, where no

24

interest shall accrue", period.

25

"The borrower shall execute a

And item (B), therefore, would now read,
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1

"No repayment shall be required until one of the

2

following events occur:"

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

CHAIR MATEO:

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Mr. Molina, that addresses your issues?
Yeah, yeah, thank you,

6

Mr. Chairman.

7

clarity to -- to the picture.
I have just got one more question.

8
9
10

I think that adds a lot more

I

have got several more, but I will go ahead and
yield to the Members.

11

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Just one question,

13

subsection (B), 3.30.050, again, where it has

14

the three,

15

borrower shall execute a promissory note in

16

favor of the County, and no interest shall

17

accrue,

18

earlier.

19

I guess,

list of criteria where if

and yada, yada, yada, what we mentioned

I -- I like Ms. Ridao's suggestion of

20

adding a fourth,

21

where if the property is sold.

22

definitely should be some interest there.

23

I guess,

criteria in there
I think there

I am just trying to get an understanding

24

of,

25

you will be paying the interest,

in subsection (B),

it states that, you know,
and then when
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1

you move down to the next paragraph, where it

2

says upon the

3

paragraph after item 3 -- well,

4

3, as it currently reads,

5

occurrence of any of the events enumerated in

6

the subsection, such as a refinance, the

7

borrower shall pay the County the outstanding

8

principal balance without interest".

excuse me -- if you read the
actually,

states that,

item

"Upon the

So I don't know if maybe there should be

9

10

some language to be a little bit more specific.

11

I presume now it is -- it would seem that the

12

direction would be no interest is to be charged.
So it would seem like one paragraph is

13

14

saying you have to pay interest and another one

15

says it doesn't.

16

should be more specific language spelled out.

17

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

I don't know if -- if there

Okay.

Let's -- let's go back to

18

your first -- your first item,

19

sale of property.

20

COUNC ILMEMBER MOLINA:

21

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

regarding the

Right.
Consideration would be to add in

22

a No. 4, and that No. 4 would be when the

23

property is sold.

24

one of the recommendations from Ms. Ridao as

25

well.

And that would address also
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

2

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

That's correct.
The second consideration,

3

Mr. Molina, that particular area that -- that

4

you referenced, does indicate without interest,

5

so I don't know how we are surmising that

6

there's an interest.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

I don't know.

When I

8

read it first,

9

saying -- the top section of subsection (B)

10
11

it just seemed like one part is

saying, you know, with interest.
CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

I think that the area that

12

clarifies it all, is what we -- one of the

13

amendments that we did earlier

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15

CHAIR MATEO:

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

Okay.

-- by saying no interest shall accrue.
Okay.

Okay.

I think that

17

helps -- helps me a little bit more.

18

apologize for making this a problem here.

19

CHAIR MATEO:

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

No, no, good.

I

Thank you very much.

I guess it is all a matter of

21

how you read things and how you interpret

22

things.

23

picture and come up with different

24

interpretations of it.

25

is

You know, we can all look at the same

But,

I have no more questions for now.
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1

I will go ahead and yield the floor to any of

2

the Members.

3

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

I

just have one more I would

4

like to share with you, and that would be in

5

regards to what we spoke earlier about, and that

6

was the size of the loan.
Initially, we talked $20,000, and at the

7

8

Committee's last discussion, we came -- came to

9

consensus that $15,000 was -- was a number that

10

we should be looking at.
In order for us to get a -- for me to

11

12

get an understanding of the difference between

13

15 and $20,000,

14

today with Ray from the credit union, the County

15

Employees Credit Union, because he was one of

16

the financial resource people we had here.

17

I asked him about the considerations or the

18

averages.

I talked

I talked earlier

And

And he was saying both numbers, you

19
20

know, were good numbers to take a look at.

21

His -- his personal recommendation was $15,000

22

because we need to understand a couple of

23

things.

24

are only helping.

25

the entire down.

One, this is an assistance program.

We

This is not the fund to cover
And also, the considerations
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1

was the individuals or the applicants of these

2

funds have got to be more commit

be committed

3

to, you know, the down

coming up

4

with the down payment.

5

whole freebie;

6

that they have got to contribute as well.

This is just not the

this is not the whole subsidy;

So his

7

making

he was comfortable with the

8

$15,000, and I am just letting you know from,

9

you know, information I got from him, and you

10

heard me -- Ms. Ridao reference the loan amount,

11

as well, earlier.

12

So Mr. Molina,

I

just wanted to let you

13

know that the Chair is comfortable with the

14

15,000 at this particular point.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

16

that.

17

amount that we have in the fund, we can assist

18

more families by just going with 15,000 as well.

19

So it's more of like a -- a hand up instead of

20

just so much being -- it being a hand out on

21

this.

22
23
24
25

CHAIR MATEO:

That way,

I definitely can concur with

Right.

I believe with the current

Right.

Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

In the last section which

would be -- I guess it's the 3.30.050, and it
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1

would be section (D), and that's on the last

2

page, page 5.

3

about, about the borrower paying an annual loan

4

administration fee of up to $450 as determined

5

by the Director.

This was what Ms. Ridao spoke

6

Now, because the issue was raised that

7

that may just be an amount that would put them

8

over the threshold in terms of qualifying for

9

the loan,

I would just like to ask Ms. Lee if

10

that were the situation, and they were right on

11

that cutting edge of either getting or not

12

getting, how would you handle this, Ms. Lee

13

you know, because it says you could -- I don't

14

know.

15

make it so that the person would not be in a

16

situation where they would lose an opportunity

17

to buy a home if this were a sticking point?

Could you also waive it?

18

CHAIR MATEO:

19

MS. LEE:

Or could you

Ms. Lee.

Mr. Chair, Councilmember Johnson, we would,

20

as we always do, be as flexible as possible so

21

that as many people as possible could qualify

22

for this program.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So, and in

in this

24

case,

I am really happy with that answer,

25

Mr. Chair, because I think that every situation
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1

is different.

And while this might not be the

2

rule, there could be a very rare exception where

3

somebody might be bumped out because of this.

4

am glad to hear that the Administration is

5

willing to work with that figure.

6

much more comfortable at -- at least knowing

7

that that would provide the flexibility because

8

that was an issue that Ms. Ridao raised.

9

you.

10

CHAIR MATEO:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I

And I feel

Thank

Mr. Hokama.
Chairman, if I recall

12

correctly,

13

mentioned that one of the,

14

advice or options that would also help make

15

aware is to get rid of this debt as quickly as

16

possible through a refinancing option.

17

a lot of these details,

18

because they would be repaid quickly from a

19

refinancing program, and they would just need to

20

deal with the main lender.

21

I -- I believe Ms. Ridao also
I guess,

financial

And that

I guess, would go away

And if that's not a good, accurate

22

recollection on my part, Chairman, and I am sure

23

Ms. Ridao could, if she feels to re-share that

24

comment.

25

us earlier that that was an option for one of

But I thought it was pretty clear to
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1

our potential clients out of this fund.

2

you.

3

CHAIR MATEO:

4

Thank

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
Members, any additional

5

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

6

CHAIR MATEO:

7

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

I have a question.

Mr. Pontanilla.
This is for the Director.

In

8

regards to the HOME program,

I understand that

9

we provide $15,000 as a grant to households that

10

are acquiring affordable housing.

11

difference between that program and the program

12

or this ordinance?

13

CHAIR MATEO:

14

MS. LEE:

What is the

Ms. Lee.

Thank you.

This ordinance is a loan

15

program, and the other HOME program is a

16

grant/loan program.

17

remain in your home for 15 years, the $15,000

18

becomes a grant.

19

repaid.

20
within

22

repay the $15,000.

within those 15 years, you have to

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

24
25

That doesn't need to be

If you sell your home or do something

21

23

In other words, if you

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And just as a follow-up,

3

for the Federal

4

program, if you have to repay back the loan, the

5

loan percentage rate is about 3 percent?

6

MS. LEE:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

8

9
10

I don't know.

I -- I'll have to check.
Okay.

the administrative fee.
CHAIR MATEO:

Go ahead.

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

We have in here up to $450

11

annually.

12

administrative fee for,

13

And another question on

MS. LEE:

Typically, what is the current
say, the HOME program?

I would have to check, because the -- I

14

believe it was the Chair who came up with the

15

$450, right?

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

17

CHAIR MATEO:

18

MR. KUSHI:

19

CHAIR MATEO:

20

MR. KUSHI:

21

Okay.

Mr. Kushi.
Mr. Chair, I did.

You are --

I didn't want blame.
Right.

Right.

Give it to him.

Right.

Your initial ordinance said 3 percent of

22

the loan shall be the administrative, annual

23

administrative fee.

24

15,000.

25

3 percent of that, courts tend to look at that

I

just took 3 percent of

And, when you say 3 percent of this,
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1

as interest.

So I just did it a flat fee.

2

it's up to her, whether she wants to charge us

3

450 or not.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

5

CHAIR MATEO:

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

And

Thank you.

Members, additional -- Ms. Tavares.
Yeah, kind of skipped around

7

a little bit, but I wanted to go back to the

8

Section 4, and 3.30.050(B), about the selling of

9

the property.

So you had a different wording

10

than Ms. Ridao had suggested, so is that --

11

which

12

use?

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

which of the wordings are we going to

CHAIR MATEO:

Staff, I don't recall Ms. Ridao's

specific words.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Oh, it says the borrower --

borrower sells the property.
CHAIR MATEO:

Staff, preference on -- on the

language?
MS. REVELS:

20

better.

21

CHAIR MATEO:

22

MR. KUSHI:

Mr. Kushi might be able to answer that

Mr. Kushi.
Mr. Chair, you know, with all due respect

23

to Ms. Ridao -- Mrs. Ridao,

I really -- she's

24

been in the business for -- and we respect her

25

comments.

But maybe it is not necessary because
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1

it might be a duplication because as it is right

2

now,

3

events that calls these -- these loans in would

4

be the borrower no longer uses the property as

5

the borrower's principal residence.

6

they go away, or they die, or they sell, you

7

know, as long as they are not in there, it is an

8

event that we can call in the loan.

(B), subsection (B) (2) says one of the

NOw, be it

So might be a -- maybe the term selling

9
10

the property is not needed.

11

we could put in, you know, if the borrower sells

12

the property.

13

But if you want to,

Mr. Chair, maybe to clarify and -- and

14

answer some of the concerns, Section 0.050, the

15

intent was that this is a loan, a no-interest

16

loan for 15 years, and three events would then

17

call in the loan, the principal portion of the

18

loan.

19

paragraph says that if anyone of these three

20

events occur, then the County or the agency

21

doing this loan, upon them finding out and upon

22

them giving notice to the borrower, the borrower

23

has 30 days to pay us back, without interest.

24

Okay.

25

Subsection (C).

And subsection (B), the second full

After 30 days, then you go into
Then it is a recapture
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1

provision.

So it is an event of default if they

2

don't pay us back.
At that point in time, then we assess

3
4

interest at the -- we use -- the initial

5

proposal was double the prime rate, but looking

6

at that, we might get into a usurious situation.

7

So we capped it at whatever is allowable under

8

the Hawaii Revised Statutes usury law from the

9

date of purchase.

10

Okay.

And then also put in all costs

11

and fees incurred if we have to collect.

12

why we get the second mortgage.

13

That's

So that was the whole intent of this,

14

why we reworded it.

15

really looked at this and tore up your first

16

draft.

(Laughter. )

17

CHAIR MATEO:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

And believe me, Mr. Moto

Ms. Tavares.
Yes, Mr. Chair.

Then, we really, then, wouldn't need a

20

No.4, because I -- I was reading that No.2,

21

the borrower no longer uses the property as the

22

borrower's principal residence.

23

were to rent it, they are not using it as their

24

principal residence, or if they sell it, then

25

they are not using it.

Even if they

So I think it's covered
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1

there, as our Corp. Counsel is -- is advising

2

us.

3

yeah, automatically, if somebody sells it, that

4

they would have to pay back the loan.

And you know, certainly the intent for,

So I have no problem with leaving it the

5

6

way it is, and -- and actually, you know, thank

7

Ms. Ridao for bringing it to our attention so we

8

could get it clarified.
There was another recommendation that

9
10

Ms. Ridao had regarding the qualifying standard

11

for applicants.

12

something in that area?

Are you going to recommend

13

CHAIR MATEO:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15

CHAIR MATEO:

16
17

Give me the section, please.
It's -- yeah,

. 040, okay.

.040?

.040 .

And I am sorry,

repeat

that again, please, Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah.

She had a suggest --

18

suggested adding something to the effect that

19

the applicant shall not have sold land or a

20

dwelling within the last three years.

21

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Yeah, preference of the

22

Committee to -- we -- we can add language in.

23

It's your preference.
Mr. Kushi.

24
25

MR. KUSHI:

Again, Mr. Chair, Member Tavares,
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1

in order to sell it, you have had to own it, you

2

know.

3

three years, they would not qualify.

4

So if they owned it and sold it within

So we would go back three years from the

5

date of application,

6

be have you ever, you know, owned any property.

7

And if they are honest and say, yeah,

8

it, but I sold it, they wouldn't qualify.

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10

MR. KUSHI:

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

I am --

trying to read real

quickly -MR. KUSHI:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

16

Okay.

I owned

Excuse me --

13

15

and the question there will

Yeah.
-- but could you point me to

the -- to the number that might cover this area?
MR. KUSHI:

It would be .040(A) (6), shall not have a

17

greater than 50 percent interest in fee simple

18

or leasehold land suitable for dwelling purposes

19

as determined by the Director for a period of at

20

least three years, three calendar years, prior

21

to the date of application.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

MR. KUSHI:

24
25

Okay.

Provided there are some exemptions, head

of household, displaced homemaker, etc.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Thank you.

For that
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clarification.
And, Mr. Chair, you know, an issue came

2
3

up -- comes up, that as we talked about the

4

housing policy also, and in relationship to

5

this, so if we have a former resident that

6

wishes to come back to work here, they will not

7

have -- they will not qualify for this because

8

they haven't been a resident in the County or

9

employed for whatever our requirement is?
So you know, the Kama'aina Come Home

10
11

program would not be -- this would not be a part

12

of it?

13

CHAIR MATEO:

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

15
16
17

Yes.
Is there any kind of concern

we have regarding that?
CHAIR MATEO:

Well, it would be -- maybe I can ask

Mr. Kushi.
In order for us to do exactly as

18
19

Ms. Tavares is -- would like to recommend to

20

us --

21

MR. KUSHI:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

22

Member Tavares, as I understand your

23

question, that's a good term, Kama'aina Come

24

Home.

25

My son is on that list.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I knew that.
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But I -- I think he would qualify, he or

2

she would qualify, because again, it just says

3

the applicants shall meet the following

4

requirement,

5

at the time the application is submitted.

6

could be here -- California today, tomorrow

7

Maui, you know.

8
9

.040, be a resident of the County
So he

Your previous ordinance, the workforce
housing, has an employment consideration.

But

10

again, it is not durational, so that's why we

11

have signed off on it.

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

MR. KUSHI:

But

So your son, for example --

but this one, I believe it just

14

says, you know, as long as you are a resident.

15

Doesn't say you have to be employed.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

MR. KUSHI:

18
19

Okay.

Resident looking for a house, and you

qualify.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

So your son could live with

20

you a couple of days until you kick him out to

21

make an application?

22

MR. KUSHI:

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

25

We hope not.

(Laughter.)
Okay.

my concern for that.
CHAIR MATEO:

That -- that answers

Thank you.

Thank you.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

3

Would this hold true for the Department

4

of Hawaiian Homelands when someone qualifies on

5

Maui and if he or she passed on, that the

6

surviving family may be from away from here,

7

California, Washington, can -- how would that

8

affect the particular loan, you know,

9

over here?

10

situation?

11

CHAIR MATEO:

12

MR. KUSHI:

as noted

Would it be similar to your

Mr. Kushi.
Mr. Chair, under Section .040(B)

as in

13

boy, listing as under eligible properties shall

14

be one of the following,

15

homestead leasehold property under DHHL.

16

understanding of those long-term 99-year leases

17

is that if -- if they die, then there's some

18

various inheritance -- inheritance provisions.

19

But if they are -- if they are willing -- if

20

they are going to sell voluntarily,

21

they can do it, but then there's another waiting

22

list involved.

23

mortgage.

No. 4 does refer to

I believe

We would then enforce this

24

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

25

MR. KUSHI:

My

Thank you.

But again, it was just to cover the
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Hawaiian homestead properties.

2

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

3

CHAIR MATEO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Good.

Ms. Johnson.
I hate to come back to this,

5

but I

just want to make sure that with regard to

6

3.30.050, where the borrower no longer uses the

7

property as the borrower's principal residence,

8

in some situations, I have seen people who do

9

sell their property, but they also negotiate a

10

leaseback provision.

So it would be their

11

principal residence, but they need the cash, or

12

whatever it is.

13

occur.

So to me,

I have seen that

14

And I personally would rather put in

15

"the borrower sells the property" because it

16

could still be construed as their primary

17

residence if they have got some kind of an

18

understanding with whoever it is that they are

19

selling to that, well, okay, as a condition of

20

sale,

21

for "X" number of months.

22

my comment.

23

24
25

I am going to be allowed to stay in here

CHAIR MATEO:

Yeah.

That's -- that's just

Mr. Kushi, would you like to

comment?
MR. KUSHI:

Yes.

In the -- in private practice, what
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1

usually happens is, you know, exactly,

2

estate planning purposes, you sell, get your

3

equity out, then you take back a long-term lease

4

until you have to go to Hale Makua or wherever

5

it is.

6

for

But if it is not between family members,

7

and when I say family members situations,

8

sometimes they do these things without recording

9

these documents.

But if there's an underlying

10

first mortgage involved, and they sell it to

11

Mr. "X" or Mrs. "X" and take back a long-term

12

lease, the -- the -- the new buyer would have to

13

then refinance.

14

loan would look at our second mortgage and they

15

would have to take us out.

So at that point in

16

time, we would catch them.

You know, we would

17

be aware of the sale.

18

Any first -- new first mortgage

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And -- and having heard that,

19

would it

20

put in that No.4 as suggested by Ms. Ridao,

21

just to make,

22

MR. KUSHI:

would it hurt, though, if we just

Right.

for perfect clarify -- clarity?
Again, you know,

it may be

23

repetitious or redundant, but I don't see a

24

problem.

25

Again,

in these refinance situations or
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1

the resale and lease-back situations, again, the

2

whole intent is the government cannot loan

3

unless it's for public purpose.

4

are into that situation, they have -- they have

5

met that public purpose.

6

government help.

7

the -- the moneys.

8

are saying or what Mrs. Ridao is recommending,

9

it wouldn't -- it wouldn't hurt.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Now, if they

They don't need the

So this is why we recapture
But it doesn't -- what you

Yeah.

And -- and the only

11

reason I think that, you know, even though

12

sometimes it's restating the obvious,

13

see somebody pointing to that.

14

my principal residence."

15

people can argue about anything for the sake of

16

argument, and I would rather just say, well,

17

you sell the property.

18

MR. KUSHI:

I can just

"Well, this is

And then they can

Member Johnson, you are correct.

We

19

won't probably be here to enforce it, but you

20

know,

21
22

I can see somebody saying that.

CHAIR MATEO:

So it wouldn't -- it wouldn't change

anything

23

MR. KUSHI:

24

CHAIR MATEO:

25

if

yeah?

No, it wouldn't.
-- it's just more specific in nature,
Okay, so, you know then to --
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Put it back, then.

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

3

CHAIR MATEO:

-- we would add a No.4, in this --

4

under Section (B), and No.4 would read,

5

the property is sold", unless there's other

6

verbiage the Members would like to -- to use.

7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

8

CHAIR MATEO:

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

"when

Mr. Chair.

Go ahead.
Here comes the picky English

10

part of me.

You have a parallel construction in

11

Points 1, 2, and 3.

12

trying to follow that parallel when she

13

presented,

14

property", and you know, we don't start with

15

a --

So I think Ms. Ridao was

"the borrower

16

CHAIR MATEO:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

"When. "
-- when this, when that.

So you know,

18

borrower sells the

just to keep it the same

19

structure, I would suggest using that language

20

that she presented as No.4.

21
22
23
24

25

CHAIR MATEO:
Yeah.
MS. REVELS:

Okay.

We'll get the language.

Do you want -- yeah, can you read it?
So No. 4 would read, "the borrower sells

the property".
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.
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1

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

That's fine.

Okay, Members, that was the last

4

amendment at this point.

5

Mr. Molina.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

7

Have we -- yeah,

Yeah, Member Tavares kind of

spurred the old school teacher in me as well.
If you look at Section (B), No.4, under

8

9

Thank you.

3.30.040, Department of Hawaiian Homelands,

10

a friendly proposal to,

11

that, since I guess we are talking of,

12

of a particular Department.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

15

Homelands.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

CHAIR MATEO:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

19
20

just

I guess, capitalize
speaking

We don't capitalize -It says Department of Hawaiian

Yeah, but he can tell you.

Go ahead, Mr. Kushi.
So there's no need to

capitalize it?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

21

laws.

22

MR. KUSHI:

The dictionary of writing

Member Molina,

just the format,

the

23

technical -- technical format of legislation,

24

you don't capitalize.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Oh, you don't capitalize it?
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1

MR. KUSHI:

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Not even the State.
Okay.
Not even the County of Maui.
I guess we

a lot of times,

5

we see a lot of these things capitalized, so --

6

but under the formats, when you are dealing with

7

law, then, there's no need to cap -- okay.

8

CHAIR MATEO:

Ms. Lee.

9

10

Thank you, Mr. Molina.

MS. LEE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
On

11

on that same page,

I guess it

12

would be (B), eligible properties shall be one

13

of the following.

14

or apartment unit, I would suggest that you

15

delete "condominium or apartment unit" and

16

insert "multi-family units" because multi-family

17

units would cover condominiums, and hopefully

18

you are not buying an -- an apartment.

19

CHAIR MATEO:

20

MS. LEE:

21

CHAIR MATEO:

22

MS. LEE:

23
24
25

Under Item No.2, condominium

Thank you.

And one more, Mr. Chair.
Go ahead, Ms. Lee.

I would recommend that you delete, on page

2, under Administration,
CHAIR MATEO:
again?

.030, under (B).

I am sorry -- can you cite the area
I am sorry.
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Okay.

3.30.030, page 2.

Okay.

Under Administration,

(B) -- I am sorry,

4

not Administration -- well, yeah,

5

Administration,

6

administer the fund and may award a grant to a

7

qualified agency" -- delete the word

8

"non-profit" -- "qualified agency for the

9

implementation and administration of the

10

(B),

"The Director shall

First-Time Home Buyers' program".

11

The reason why I would suggest this

12

change is because we may be looking at in a

13

bank, savings and loan, or even our Department

14

or some other Department,

15

are non-profits.

so -- and none of us

So I think there's a reference,

16

I am not

17

sure how many times, to the word non-profit.

18

But just delete that if -- I would -- we would

19

recommend that.

20
21
22

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

Members, any additions?
Ms. Tavares.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

a

Just a curiosity question in

23

that First-Time Home Buyers' revolving fund

24

reference.

25

the home buyers.

Now we have an S apostrophe after
Is there a history to why
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1

there's an apostrophe even in the -- in the

2

title?

3

CHAIR MATEO:

Well, you know what, because I am not

4

part of the construction people,

5

Mr. -- ask Mr. Kushi to clarify it.
Mr. Kushi.

6

7
8
9

I will ask

MR. KUSHI:

Mr. Chair, I think I have to ask Mr. Moto

about that one.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I mean
It's

it's only because in

10

other places where we have things like this, we

11

don't have apostrophes anywhere to show any kind

12

of -- of possession.

13

curious.

14

matter up with Mr. Moto.

15

enough to do.

16

MR. KUSHI:

17

CHAIR MATEO:

18

I was just kind of

So I can take that up -- take that
Like he doesn't have

Right.
Thank you very much.
Members, seeing no more discussion on

19

it, the Chair would like to recommend the

20

adoption [sic] of the bill as amended,

21

the -- amending Chapter 3.30, the Maui County

22

Code, relating to the First-Time Home Buyers'

23

Revolving Fund.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So move.

25

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Second.

for
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

I would just like to

5

thank Councilmember Molina and also the staff,

6

and all the people, including Ms. Lee and

7

Mr. Kushi, that actually were able to add to,

8

you know, all of the legal,

9

this particular fund and try to answer as many

10

I guess, defenses in

of the questions as they could.

11

Plus,

I think it also addresses one of

12

my initial concerns is that, you know, there's

13

no such thing as a free lunch, and there is some

14

responsibility on the part of the people that

15

are going to be accessing this funding.

16

think that it is really important that we move

17

forward with this policy because I think it

18

gives us one more tool in our little bag of

19

tricks, if you will, to try to provide some kind

20

of housing relief.

21

important.

22

So I

23

to the Members, too,

24

Thank you.

25

CHAIR MATEO:

So I

And I think it's really

just want to pass along my thanks

Thank you.

for adding their comments.

Any additional?
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Members, the Chair will take a

2

two-minute recess at the call of the Chair.

3

Recess.

(Gavel.)

4

RECESS:

2:55 p.m.

5

RECONVENE:

2:58 p.m.

6

CHAIR MATEO:

7

(Gavel.)

Meeting will reconvene.

Members, thank you very much for that

8

that break.

9

particular item.

I

just needed to clarify one
And prior to getting to the

10

vote, Chair would just like to verify the

11

Committee's intent in -- in the motion.

12

It is the Chair's intent that this

13

Committee is recommending passage of the

14

proposed bill on first reading.

15

clear intent of this Committee?

16

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED YES.

17

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you very much.
All those in favor of the motion --

18
19

Is that the

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Sorry, Mr. Chair, can I add a

20

quick comment before the vote is taken?

21

real simple.

22

CHAIR MATEO:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Just

Go ahead.
I

just want to thank the

24

Committee Members for taking this matter up.

25

It's just, you know, one tool in the toolbox,
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1

Member Johnson stated earlier, to help try and

2

tackle this monster known as affordable housing.

3

So we are attacking it in one angle, here.

4

And I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman,

5

for bringing the matter out.

6

established during the last budget session, you

7

immediately took it into your Committee and

8

addressed it, then.

9

deserve a lot of credit, too, as well for taking

10

When the fund was

So I think, you know, you

on this issue.
So, to everyone involved,

11

12

Administration, your staff, thank you very much.

13

I think this is one -- one positive step

14

in which we can help a lot of families to put

15

them into some homes, give them the opportunity

16

to stay here.

17

CHAIR MATEO:

18
19

Thank you, Mr. Molina.
Members, the motion also includes the

filing as well?

20
21

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, thank you.

And your

22

motion -- or your recommendation also included

23

the changes that we have discussed at today's

24

meeting,

25

CHAIR MATEO:

right?
As amended correctly.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And the same with Ms. Lee's

suggestions for changes?

2

3

CHAIR MATEO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

5

CHAIR MATEO:

6

Yes.
Okay.

Thank you.

All those in favor,

signify by saying

aye.

7

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

8

CHAIR MATEO:

Opposed?

Thank you very much.

9

13

Councilmember Hokama, Johnson,
Pontanilla, Tavares and
Chair Mateo.
None.
NOES:
ABSTAIN: None.
ABSENT: None.
EXC. :
None.

14

MOTION CARRIED.

10

VOTE:

AYES:

11

12

15

ACTION:
16

FIRST READING of proposed
bill; and FILING of
communication by C.R.

17

18

CHAIR MATEO:

Members, before moving on to HH-12, we

19

are going to take a ten-minute break at this

20

point.

Be back at 3:10.

21

RECESS:

3:00 p.m.

22

RECONVENE :

3:12 p.m.

23

CHAIR MATEO:

(Gavel.)

Recess.

(Gavel. )

The Housing and Human

24

Services Committee meeting for March 13th will

25

reconvene.
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1

2

AFFORDABLE HOUSING AGREEMENT FOR THE
REDEVELOPMENT OF MAUl PALMS HOTEL AND
RENOVATION OF MAUl BEACH HOTEL
(C.C. No. 06-8)

HHS-12

3

4

5

CHAIR MATEO:

Members, the next item on the agenda is

6

Housing and Human Services 12, Affordable

7

Housing Agreement for the Redevelopment of Maui

8

Palms Hotel and Renovation of Maui Beach Hotel.

9

And with us this afternoon, we have the

10

representative, Mr. Martin Luna, who will give

11

us a brief presentation of these projects,

12

to be followed by Ms. Lee.

13

MR. LUNA:

and

Good afternoon, Mr. Chair, Members of the

14

Committee.

The agreement regarding affordable

15

housing for the Maui Lu redevelopment is similar

16

to the two documents that we -- that you had

17

reviewed,

18

or -- regarding the Maui Lu.

19

project, the Hoolei project in Wailea.

20

very similar in -- in that the hotel is

21

will be 132 rooms that will be constructed;

22

however,

23

previously before they were demolished, to make

24

way for the new hotel,

25

there's a net of 31 increase.

I think,

in January -- on January 4th,
And another
So it's
there

102 rooms were -- had been in place

for the new rooms.
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And the affordable units would be one

1

2

fourth of that, so eight -- eight units of

3

affordable housing.

4

And I understand from -- excuse me.

5

May I introduce Mr. Nobuaki Kono, who is

6

the Chairman of the Maui Beach Hotel,

Inc.,

7

Mr. Kono, and Kazuyo Sugiyama, who is the

8

Director of Human Resources, Maui Beach.
They tell me that they are in the

9
10

process of proceeding.

There are a few things

11

that they have to get done and -- before they

12

will be applying for building permits for the

13

hotel.
And as you know, this hotel has had a

14

of -- catering

of

15

history, long history of

16

to the community and to the

17

public from the various islands.

18

CHAIR MATEO:

of the local

Thank -- thank you, Mr. Luna.

19

Mr. Luna, while you are at the podium, because

20

there's nowhere in the document that tells us

21

where these units are going to be built,

22

you -- can you shed some light on not only where

23

but the type of units these are?

24
25

MR. LUNA:

can

It will be in this general location where

the Maui Palms used to be.
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1

Is that right, Ms. Sugiyama?

2

And similar to what you have now at the

3

Maui Beach Hotel, that type of rooms.

4

CHAIR MATEO:

5

MR. LUNA:

6

CHAIR MATEO:

7

MR. LUNA:

8

Oh,

room.

they are going to be where?

No, no.

CHAIR MATEO:

10

resort.
MR. LUNA:

I am sorry.

I thought you were looking at the hotel

9

11

So the affordable units --

That's -- I am sorry.

Well, we will take the eight in the
Yeah.

(laughter)

The units will be the senior

12

housing for Hale Mahaolu.

They are working

13

as you may recall, I think Maui, the Maui --

14

the -- Hale Mahaolu is building the senior

15

housing in Kihei.

16

senior housing, along with the -- I believe the

17

Senior Center, and -- and -- and in a second

18

phase, there will be a more independent living

19

type of arrangement.

And they have 112 rooms of

So eight of the units at the -- at the

20

21

senior housing will be co-developed by -- by the

22

Maui Beach people, the Maui Beach Hotel.

23
24

25

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.
Ms. Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, thank you very much,
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1

Martin.

2

kind of issue before because, of course, Maui

3

Beach Hotel is in Central, and then the units

4

for affordable would be in a different Community

5

Plan Area.

I know that we have had this,

you know,

Because we are having difficulty even,

6

7

guess, with some of the senior housing units,

8

renting them all out in the new project that's

9

just gone up,

I guess, Mr. Ooka's project --

10

MR. LUNA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Oh
Because, there are, you know,

12

I guess -- there's not a lot of people that are

13

coming into them, how -- I guess, what I am

14

asking is do we have an overabundance, then,

15

the senior housing, or have you not looked at

16

that,

17

that?

18

top heavy on senior housing, that we are really

19

not matching.

20

housing requirement that's tied to the

21

redevelopment of the hotel.

22

an employee-type unit, how is that going to

23

help?

24
25

MR. LUNA:

I

on

or has Maui Beach Hotel not looked at
Because I am concerned that if we get too

Yeah.

And I look at this as an employee

So if it's a hotel,

The -- the -- I think initially

when -- when hotels are being built and when the
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1

Affordable Housing Requirements came into place,

2

that's -- that's what I used to be called,

3

employee housing for the hotels.

4

2.94, it's not called employee housing.

5

affordable housing.

6

So,

But under that
It's

I think -- I think -- I didn't

7

realize that Mr. Ooka was having difficulty

8

leasing the -- the apartments.

9

when Hale Mahaolu first started, there was the

But I recall

10

same type of difficulty but the -- the

11

in 1968, 1969, but then there were some

12

subsidies that came along and now you have got a

13

waiting list for the clientele of Hale Mahaolu.

14

And it -- it would seem to me that that would

15

occur in Kihei as well.
So I don't know,

16

back

from -- from personal

17

experience whether

whether you will have a

18

waiting list in Kihei or not, but my

19

understanding from -- in discussing this with

20

Roy Katsuda, and Robin Nishida-Nakao, is that

21

they are -- they have done some studies, and --

22

and that's why they are going into two phases.

23

The first phase will be only 54 units, and then

24

the second phase, if the need arises, will be 58

25

units.
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And we will be participating in the

1

2

first phase.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, and I -- I totally

4

support, you know, Hale Mahaolu's project, and

5

again, it is just the concern because,

6

basically, in my view,

7

particularly the impact, and employees being

8

able to live closer to where they work, or

9

affordable housing being available so that

I am looking at

10

people that are working in the Central area

11

won't have quite so much of a commute.
Because with the looming concerns over

12
13

the Super Ferry coming in, and because of its

14

close proximity to the redevelopment of this

15

hotel,

16

every car off the roadway in that area possible.

I think we are going to need to take

17

And personally, Mr. Chair,

18

the idea of putting the units right in the

19

hotel.

20

facetiously, but not so facetiously because in

21

other hotel complexes, they have made units,

22

particularly for people that are key.

23

it might be their division head or maybe

24

somebody that's working in maintenance.

25

fall within certain categories of affordable,

And actually,

I mean,

I -- I like

I say that maybe

and

You know,
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1

would be completely supportive of, you know,

2

even adding additional units to what they had

3

planned if it could provide on-site housing for

4

the workers.

5

MR. LUNA:

The -- the only hotel I am aware of that

6

we -- we were involved with, that have hotel --

7

I mean, employee housing -- on -- on the -- in

8

the hotel area, on hotel grounds,

9

Resort.

is Diamond

And I know at one time, Kaanapali Beach

10
11

had considered that when -- when the Molokai

12

residents were ferrying to Kaanapali for

13

employment.

14

out.

15

But I don't think that ever worked

So, that might be something to look at.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah,

and -- and my other

16

question, too, because this was raised by a

17

testifier, and I know that we have spoken about

18

this before.

19

a requirement for past affordable housing,

20

then just the new units are the ones that are

21

generating these additional supplemental units,

22

how do you kind of look at this, or how would

23

you look at it if you were sitting where I am

24

and you are getting asked the same question

25

that, well, there's been a long period of time,

When you have originally satisfied
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1

and are those units that were originally made as

2

a requirement, are they still in affordable

3

housing?

4

MR. LUNA:

Yeah.

That's a difficult question.

And

5

I -- I guess the only answer at this point is --

6

is what has been done in the past, which is to

7

give credit to -- to those projects that had

8

been in place initially and had contributed in

9

the past, so that what you are doing is you

10

are -- you are only increasing the number of

11

employees or people involved with the hotel by

12

only a certain number, the increase from what

13

was done before and now.

14

case, 31 units.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So, like, in this

Could you

you know,

just

16

for my own information, how were the original

17

affordable housing requirements satisfied?

18

there units built, or was it a monetary

19

contribution?

20

MR. LUNA:

I don't know the answer to that question.

21

You are speaking specifically for Maui Lu,

22

right?

23
24
25

Were

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well, not Maui Lu, Maui Beach

Hotel.
MR. LUNA:

I mean -- I mean -- yeah.

I don't know.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, because I would be

2

interested to know that, because if it was a

3

monetary contribution, that's one thing.

4

Because then, apparently, it would have been

5

used for something.

6

monetary contribution, what has transpired if

7

there were units actually that were built.

8

MR. LUNA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

10
11

Yeah,

important.
MR. LUNA:

But if it was not a

I don't know that.
And that would be something

Thank you.

Because when we came here,

I think the

12

Maui Beach and -- or Maui Lu was already built,

13

and Maui Beach was,

14

we got here.

15

that.

So I don't know the answer to

Sorry.

16

CHAIR MATEO:

17

MR. LUNA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

19

CHAIR MATEO:

20
21

I think, built right after

Yeah, Maui Palms, yeah?

I am sorry.

Okay.

The Maui Palms.

Excuse me.

Thank you.

Any additional questions for

Mr. -- go ahead, Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Since it's not attached to the

22

communications, Chairman, we are -- our

23

understanding this afternoon is that the

24

agreement to satisfy the eight units of a

25

project in Kahului will be satisfied through a
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1

non-profit's project in Kihei?

2

understanding?

3

CHAIR MATEO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

5

CHAIR MATEO:

7

MR. LUNA:

9
10
11

That is our understanding today.
And -- and that you have an

agreement for your client already executed?

6

8

Is that our

Yes.

Only -- only by the -- not by the Mayor,

it hasn't -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

You have an executed agreement

between Hale Mahaolu and your client?
MR. LUNA:

Not yet.

But they've -- they've been

12

there's been discussions and a document has been

13

reviewed by both our client and the -- and the

14

Hale Mahaolu.

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Is this what your client

16

proposed to our Administration, how to satisfy

17

the housing agreement, housing requirements

18

issues,

19

MR. LUNA:

I should say?

It was -- it was -- I think it was

20

throughout a discussion with the -- with the

21

Director of Housing and Human Concerns.

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So it wouldn't matter if this

23

Committee wanted those units in Central Maui,

24

either through A&B's redevelopment of Kahului

25

Shopping Center, which they already informed us
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there's housing components in there?
MR. LUNA:

I -- I think it would matter in the sense

3

of timing if -- because I think with the -- with

4

Hale Mahaolu, they are already under

5

construction, and so -- so you have that issue

6

of concurrence.

7

the -- that Chubby has left, but I don't know

8

when they are going to be moving along.

So we are not sure,

I am sorry,

My understanding is they just in -- they

9
10

are -- they are forming their plans right now.

11

So they may be a few years behind us.

12
13
14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

For their hotel in Kahului,

that housing project in Kahului Shopping Center?
MR. LUNA:

Are -- are you referring to the new plans

15

they are planning in the Kahului Shopping

16

Center?

Yeah.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

18

MR. LUNA:

Yeah, that's

That's why -- that's why I think they

19

might be a few years behind us in their -- in

20

their development.

21

or

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Well,

I will be interested to

22

see we going to -- see how they are going to

23

satisfy their hotel, too, Mr. Chairman.

24

Chairman, thank you.

25

informed and we have no legislative authority

Okay,

I know we only get
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1

unless we change the Code, so maybe that's

2

something you want to think about

3

CHAIR MATEO:

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

5

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you, Chair.

Just was wondering, Mr. Luna, Hale

8

9

and change the Code again.

Mr. Pontanilla.

6
7

Absolutely.

Mahaolu, in Kihei, they are presently

10

constructing 54 units.

11

Mahaolu in Kahului, would you know if there's

12

any resident that are living there that may go

13

to Kihei, that were formerly from Kihei?

14

MR. LUNA:

I don't know personally, and that's a good

15

question.

16

I don't know, yeah.

17

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.
Ms. Tavares.

20

21

I should have asked Robin folks that.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

18
19

The existing Hale

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes, thank you.

When I heard it was going to be in

22
23

Kihei,

I quickly looked up the Code, and I can't

24

find anything in the Code that requires a

25

hotel's affordable housing requirements to be in
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1

the Community Plan Area.

And Mr. Kushi,

I don't

2

know if you were looking at that also, but it

3

didn't seem like it was a requirement, as our

4

other housing requirements have to be in the

5

same Community Plan region as the project.
So -- and I think that Mr. Pontanilla

6

7

also brings up a good point in that I do believe

8

there are Kihei people who are living at Hale

9

Mahaolu Kahului that would probably want to move

10

back to their community if possible, and perhaps

11

you know -- so it's like a -- one would trade

12

off for the other kind of a thing.
I don't know.

13

14

Is this the first time we

are talking about this project?

15

MR. LUNA:

Yes.

16

CHAIR MATEO:

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yes.
I was wondering if I missed

18

something along the way.

But I am very curious

19

to see what the plans are for the Maui Palms and

20

Maui Beach Hotel.

21

an earlier -- it's sunsetted by now, but I think

22

there was at one time an -- an allowance for the

23

Maui Beach, Maui Palms, or Seaside, Maui

24

Seaside, to conglomerate themselves and make one

25

building that was,

And have you folks looked at

I think,

six stories was
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allowed, back then.
But I think it -- it did sunset, but is

2
3

it going to be, like, more of the same as what's

4

there now?

5

MR. LUNA:

Yes.

6

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

7

MR. LUNA:

A sprawled out

I think it was under former Mayor Tavares'

8

administration when they -- when they -- I think

9

it was even higher than six stories.

10
11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
something, yeah.

12

MR. LUNA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

Yeah.

Yeah.
So this is still going to be

a two-story bunch of cabins?

15

MR. LUNA:

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

Might have been eight,

Four stories.
Oh, four stories.

The Maui

beach or the Maui Palms?

18

MR. LUNA:

Maui -- Maui Palms.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Maui Palms is going to be

20

four stories?

And what is that -- you folks

21

went before -- you have already been before the

22

Planning Commission, right?

23

MR. LUNA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

25

Yes.
So you have the SMA

approvals?
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1

MR. LUNA:

Yes.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

Then it's really out

3

of our hands because we don't have jurisdiction

4

in the SMA area.
I would have loved to have seen more

5

6

view planes open to the harbor,

and that could

7

be accomplished by vertical, you know,

8

more Open Space, but I don't know what the plans

9

are,

so I will wait to -- to see.

and have

And

10

hopefully, it's -- it's going to be a much

11

improved

12

a much-improved product from what it is today.

well, anything there is going to be

I am glad to see that there is going to

13
14

be renovation,

rebuilding of the Palms because

15

that's been kind of an eyesore.

16

just, you know,

The Seaside is

just as bad.

17

MR. LUNA:

Yeah.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

And so I -- I am happy to see

19

that someone is willing to put some -- some

20

money into renovating and rebuilding that whole

21

area because it is right there in our entryway

22

to -- to the main part of our island.

23

So, you know, thank you for your

24

clients' working on it.

25

could show me the plans.

And maybe sometime they
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1

MR. LUNA:

Yeah, thank you.

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Okay.

3

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Chair.

4

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.
Mr. Pontanilla.

5
6

Thanks.

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Just like to make a comment.

7

I was on the Planning Commission when this thing

8

was approved.

9

CHAIR MATEO:

How long ago was this?

10

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

11

CHAIR MATEO:

12

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Okay.

That's sometime back.

Your hair was
In regards to Open Space,

13

there will be, you know, quite a bit of Open

14

Space between the new hotel and Maui Seaside.

15

So that one particular area will be all grass,

16

according to the developers.

17

CHAIR MATEO:

18

Thank you.

Thank you.

Okay.

Well, maybe Mr. -- Mr. Luna, if you

19

could,

just for the sake of providing us with

20

the information, forward us the renderings of

21

what -- what it is we are looking at.

22

MR. LUNA:

Oh, for the hotel?

23

CHAIR MATEO:

Yeah, the plans.

Because this

24

Committee, we are not in receipt of anything,

25
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1

MR. LUNA:

Okay.

2

CHAIR MATEO:

you know, for our own information

3

have the opportunity of taking a look at what

4

the vision is for this particular property.

5

MR. LUNA:

6

CHAIR MATEO:

7

MR. LUNA:

8

CHAIR MATEO:

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

10

Be very happy to.
Thank you.

Thank you.
Mr. Hokama.
Chairman, if you would allow a

question for Mr. Luna, please.

11

CHAIR MATEO:

Go ahead.

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Luna, your client,

13

Elleair, has more than just a hotel.

You know,

14

they have their golf operations and -- based in

15

South Maui.

16

company's employees in a different division?

So, is there a need of the same

17

MR. LUNA:

Other than the hotel?

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Other than the hotel, that

19

could use this eight units?

20

a senior manner, but another way for them to

21

assist in workforce?

22

MR. LUNA:

Not necessarily in

Yeah, I guess they could consider it, but

23

they -- we haven't discussed that with anyone

24

except -- only that -- to assist the senior

25

housing, we had that.

But yeah, it's something
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maybe that had not been explored.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Since we are aware they run

3

multiple type of operations, you know.

4

bring that up, that they may be able to address

5

a need in a different division of their

6

operations.

7

MR. LUNA:

Certainly.

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9
10

I

just

Okay.
Thank you.

Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

11

Thank you, Mr. Luna.

12

The Chair would like to ask Ms. Lee to

13

also provide additional comment on the project.

14

MS. LEE:

15

MR. LUNA:

16

CHAIR MATEO:

17

MS. LEE:

18

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Thank you very much.

I

Thank you.
just wanted to add a couple of things.
I know there seems to be confusion every

19

time we bring by a affordable housing agreement

20

that's some kind of a requirement under

21

Chapter 2.94.

22

everybody that the new ordinance that you just

23

passed out of Committee to go to the Planning

24

Co~missions

25

of you know, as Councilmember Tavares, back in

And I

just want to remind

repeals Chapter 2.94, which, as some
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1

1999,

I proposed an ordinance which would repeal

2

Chapter 2.94, which did not pass the Council,

3

which hopefully will pass the Council this time.

4

And when we -- just like this bill, when

5

we proposed the new legislation to the Council,

6

in it,

7

developments generating a need for housing,

8

those instances, the housing would have to be

9

built in the same Community Plan, unlike the

just like this bill, proposed that any

10

current Chapter 2.94.

11

remind everybody about that because we have been

12

advocating for that for a long time.

13

So I

in

just wanted to

One of the reasons why we have no

14

problem with them

the applicant co-developing

15

with a non-profit in Kihei is because of the

16

question of timing.

17

that because of the issue of concurrency that

18

they find a project that -- that is compatible

19

to theirs in terms of timing; otherwise,

20

doesn't make sense.

It's very, very important

it just

21

And we have -- we have looked around,

22

talked to MEO, and various other non-profits,

23

but the only one that had a compatible timing

24

schedule was Hale Mahaolu.

25

And with regard to demand for senior
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1

housing, there is a huge demand for senior

2

housing.

3

is taking a little while to get filled up.

4

That's not unusual.

5

Hale Mahaolu has a wait list in the hundreds.

6

So we feel very confident that he will fill up

7

his units as soon as he builds them.

CHAIR MATEO:

Department?
Ms. Tavares.

12
13

Thank you very much.
Members, any questions for the

10
11

But Roy Katsuda over at

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

8
9

I don't know why the Wailuku project

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

I am sorry.

I will talk to

14

Ms. Lee about it afterwards because it is not on

15

the agenda.

16

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you very much.

17

Members?

18

Ms. Johnson.

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And just going over 2.94,

20

though, in the purpose section,

it says -- it

21

talks about affordable housing in the County,

22

and it talks about hotel impacts, and it talks

23

about direct and indirect employment, and that

24

because of the industry's ties to employment,

25

you know,

I am trying to find the rational nexus
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1

to providing, for the individuals who would be

2

living in senior housing -- now, if many of

3

these people would be employees, and they worked

4

for an affiliated company,

5

that.

I can understand

But where I am trying to look at this is

6
7

with smart growth, with all of the discussions

8

that we have had recently, with trying to

9

provide housing near where employment is, that

10

doesn't meet the purpose and intent of this

11

chapter in terms of what's being explained to us

12

now.

13

objectives of trying to promote smart growth and

14

take cars off the roadway.

15

And it doesn't meet the goals and

So I don't have a problem with accepting

16

the fact that the eight units are to be

17

delivered because until we come up with a

18

different policy or, you know, move forward with

19

the policy that we just sent forward and repeal

20

this section,

21

going to always have this kind of discussion.

22

I think that, you know, we are

So for me,

I am looking, though, at this

23

specific policy as it relates to this, and I

24

don't think, in my view, delivering -- even

25

though I completely support Hale Mahaolu, and
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1

I -- I don't want to see their project get

2

slowed down if this is going to help it, but I

3

don't see the two connected in a way that I

4

would feel better about having them connected.

5

I don't see the rational nexus.

6

So my comment, and your comment earlier,

7

Mr. Chair, that the development, perhaps, should

8

start leading by example and perhaps contain

9

units within the development itself, and that's

10

the way that they could actually, even if they

11

added eight additional units of affordable

12

housing onto their proposal and went back to the

13

Planning Commission and got an amendment to

14

allow them to actually fulfill the requirement

15

themselves, I would love to see that.

16

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

17
18

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.

additional questions or comments, Members?

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

CHAIR MATEO:

Chair, recommendation.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.
The Chair recommends the

21
22

Additional

ling of this

County Communication No. 06-8.

23

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So move.

24

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Second.

25

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

Any discussion?
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All those in -- no, we didn't take a

1
2

motion.

All those in favor of the motion,

3

please signify by saying aye.

4

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

5

CHAIR MATEO:

Opposed?

Thank you very much.

6
7

AYES:

VOTE:

8

Councilmember Hokama, Johnson,
Pontanilla, Tavares and
Chair Mateo.
None.
None.
None.
None.

10

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

11

MOTION CARRIED.

9

12

ACTION:

FILING of communication by C.R.

HHS-10

GRANT OF LICENSE OF COUNTY PROPERTY TO
TRI-ISLE RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL, INC.
(C.C. No. 05-311)

13
14

15
16
17

CHAIR MATEO:

The last item on the agenda, Members,

18

is the Housing and Human Services 10, Grant of

19

License of County Property to Tri-Isle Resource

20

Conservation and Development Council.

21
22

And representing the Administration to
provide us the information is Mr. Don Couch.

23

Mr. Couch, good afternoon.

24

MR. COUCH:

25

CHAIR MATEO:

Good afternoon.
Go right ahead into the actual request
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for the license.
MR. COUCH:

Sometime a year ago, or two, Na Kupuna 0

3

Maui approached the Administration for the use

4

of the Pioneer Mill administration building, and

5

we did some research on the building, and the

6

building is in -- a state of disrepair at this

7

point.
So we talked to the Na Kupuna 0 Maui,

8

9

and said if you could repair it, or raise funds

10

to get it repaired, then we would be glad to

11

lease it to you.
Currently, it is on -- the building is

12
13

on nomination for a National Registry monument,

14

and it is the intent of the Administration to

15

try and preserve that.

16

to.

17

like, but we don't feel that that's an option

18

right now.

19

Legally, we don't have

We can actually demolish it if we would

Also, at this time, with the way the

20

budgets are going these days, we don't feel it

21

is an option, at least at this time, to put a

22

large amount of money into keeping it up.

23

It's going to require a substantial

24

amount of money, and Na Kupuna 0 Maui came to us

25

and said that they can raise that money.
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1

agreed with them and said if you can get the

2

money raised, we would be glad to lease it to

3

you.

And so that's where we are.

4

They came back and said that we would

5

have to lease it to them first,

and then they

6

can raise the money and repair the facility.
We certainly wouldn't give them any

7

8

certificate -- certificate of occupancy until

9

the building was repaired.

10

CHAIR MATEO:

Administration?

13
14

Thank you.

Members, any question for

11

12

Okay.

Mr. Hokama followed by Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15

Chairman, thank you.

We have used the term Na Kupuna 0 Maui,

16

and for many of us, we -- we envision Auntie

17

Patty Nishiyama as the face of Na Kupuna, and

18

yet the agreement is with Tri-Isle Resource

19

Conservation and Development Council.

20

you explain to us what relationship Na Kupuna

21

has with Tri-Isle,

22

Kupuna,

23

agreement is not with Tri-Isle?

24
25

MR. COUCH:

if any,

So can

and how does Na

I guess, have obligations since our

Okay.

Na Kupuna went to Tri-Isle as a --

as a receiving agency for the funds and a
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1

granting agency -- you know,

2

pursue grants.

3

work in partnership with Tri-Isle.

4

an agency that can

They felt that they wanted to

We have Tri-Isle's manager here, Stuart

5

Funke-d'Egnuff, who can answer any of the

6

questions that you might have regarding that.

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chairman, unless

unless you

8

can share some information with us on how this

9

agreement works between Tri-Isle and Na Kupuna,

10

if maybe you would allow the resource person to

11

maybe provide comment to the Members, please.

12
13

CHAIR MATEO:

Sure.

If there's no objections by the

Committee.

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.

15

CHAIR MATEO:

Yeah, if the -- if Stuart could come on

16

down.

17

pronounce your last name.

18

And forgive me,

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

I couldn't -- I can't
I am sorry.

Chair and Members, my name is

19

Stuart Funke-d'Egnuff, and no problem

20

pronouncing the last name.

21

time.

22

I do it all the

I am the Program Manager for Tri-Isle

23

Resource Conservation and Development.

24

of the things within our mission statement is to

25

assist with resource conservation and economic
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1

development projects.

2

number of organizations that are not firm

3

entities.

4

a -- something on that order, and we actually

5

act as the 501C3.

6

as a fiscal agent; in some cases, we act as a

7

management, as we did with the repair of the

8

Kaenae Flume, we actually were down there making

9

the project happen.

10

And as such, there are a

They are either a group, a community,

In some cases, we act solely

So we have a variety of different roles

11

that we play, but primarily our mission is to

12

assist in -- in the community, in actually

13

getting projects moved forward.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So explain to us, please, your

15

agency's role with Na Kupuna as it regards to

16

this specific consideration, please.

17

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

Again, it would be that we would

18

act as Program Manager as -- the way it would

19

have to happen is Tri-Isle would have the

20

responsibility for the building.

21

Na Kupuna 0 Maui would be the group that

22

we are working with to accomplish that, but

23

actually, it would be with Tri-Isle, the

24

non-profit.

We would be the one who would look

25

for grants.

We would work with the kupunas to
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1

find kokua contributions that would get the

2

building done.

3

the different planning

4

within the County.

We would work with the -- all of
planning and divisions

So we would be doing the program

5

6

management of that as a responsibility of the

7

right of entry and the lease to occupy the

8

property.
Our relationship with Na Kupuna 0 Maui

9
10

is not a legal relationship simply because they

11

are not a legal entity.

12
13
14
15

Does that
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
sense.

That -- that -- that makes

Makes sense.
Okay.

So, since you -- you help us

16

understand Tri-Isle's relationship, and you

17

mentioned your organization's would be,

18

the ones responsible to fulfill the terms and

19

the conditions of the license?

20

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I guess,

That is correct.
Okay.

So, maybe for

22

Mr. Kushi -- okay.

23

Director, I believe, is on the Tri-Isle Board.

24

The Economic Development Director is on the

25

Tri Isle Board.

You know, the Finance

The Public Works Director is on
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1

the Tri-Isle Board.

2

sure.

Parks might -- I am not too

So, knowing that, we giving this to an

3

4

organization, and yet Mr. Young is going to sign

5

off as Finance Director to an organization he

6

represents as a Board of Director.

7

to be asking for funds, possibly, maybe County

8

funds so might go through OED, whose Director

9

sits on Tri-Isle Board.

They going

So how should we view this relationship?

10
11

Is it -- should it be a concern for us?

12

so, do we need to find another mechanism to

13

still make this proceed forward?

14

CHAIR MATEO:

15

MR. KUSHI:

And if

Mr. Kushi.
Mr. Chair, Member Hokama, maybe that will

16

be better addressed to the Ethics Commission.

17

But if -- if what you say is correct,

18

you can't be serving two masters.

19

from the Tri-Isle Board organization or not sign

20

this agreement and have his Deputy sign it.

21

I don't know, you know.

22

sit on MEO, and you know, you guys look at

23

legislation and grants and all that stuff --

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

MR. KUSHI:

Either resign

There's a lot of you

That's correct.

-- but, again, that's part of a small
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1

community and the community service.

2

signing agreements, that's -- you have a point.

3

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

But when

And -- and -- and I am glad

4

you brought that up.

Because one thing,

5

Mr. Chairman, you know, we can help make clear.

6

The County's participation with MEO is part of

7

public law or Congressional requirements in the

8

enactment of that specific program that came out

9

of,

I believe, President Kennedy's time.

10

So the make-up of MEO's tri-part board

11

is as Congress specifically intended it to be,

12

for local government officials to participate.

13

And Mr. Kushi is right, you know.

We

14

sit on it, and there's Federal requirements for

15

our participation.

16

Maybe I can ask, you know, Stuart,

is

17

is part of your requirements to have

18

representation so that people such as our

19

Finance Director or others sit on the Board?

20

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

No,

it was -- there is no

21

requirement that we have that.

It was a

22

decision that was made in order to have more of

23

the County representatives, the different

24

Departments represented, who can give input to

25

the variety of the projects that we have.
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We have quite a number of projects right

1

2

now, and the

3

they had a member of Public Works, a member of

4

the Water Department, that we had those

5

representatives on the Board.

the precedent was set, such that

6

But it was to -- to assist not

7

necessarily in the ongoing operations of -- of

8

the -- of the organization, but it was really to

9

provide input from the point of view of all

10

these different organization

11

divisions into the -- the job that we were

12

doing.

13

aware of.

14

different

But there is no requirement that I am

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Has any of your

15

directors or your organization in the past

16

have -- had some kind of comment?

17

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

Yeah, on a regular basis, we

18

have both a program committee that we run every

19

one of our projects past.

20

have approved that project, it is run past the

21

entire Board.

22

And then after they

Yes, there has been quite a number of

23

times when they have had input or they have

24

knowledge of -- they know of some legislation

25

that may be coming to bear.

There are a lot of
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1

times when the input of the different

2

representatives from the divisions actually

3

assists our -- us to get our job done.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yeah,

I am more concerned

5

about someone who makes a decision.

6

even your organization has a contract to take

7

care of the Maalaea pumpouts.

8

from OED.

9

grant, also sits on your Board.

That grant came

The OED Director, who gave you the

So,

10

You know,

I

just -- I have a concern about

11

whether or not we have legal arm's-length

12

transactions, Chairman, because the one who is

13

going to review the quarterly reports is the

14

same person who gave the funding, who is the

15

same person that sits on the Board.

16

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

17

CHAIR MATEO:

18

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

Mr. Chair.

Go ahead.
From -- from my experience of

19

non-profits around the island, outside of MEO,

20

which has a directive,

21

Work Day has representatives on their program

22

committee and their Board.

23

organizations that have representatives on their

24

Board.

25

for example, Community

There are other

In my experience, the representatives,
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1

if they are -- they will recuse themselves from

2

voting if there is an issue that is involving

3

their Department or something within their

4

kuleana.

5

don't know how to quite answer it other than the

6

fact that --

7

8

So it's that reclusion -- you know, I

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Let me ask you this question,

and I think we can clear it up.

9

Is the person appointed to the Board or

10

the position is appointed to the Board?

11

it Mr. Young, after work hours, volunteer,

12

civic-minded person, or is it Mr. Young because

13

he is Director of Finance that sits on the

14

Board?

15

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

So is

They actually have to be voted

16

onto the Board as a regular Board Member.

17

example, we had Jeff Pearson, who was the Deputy

18

Director of water on the Board.

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

Right.

For

Right.

He made the choice, on his own,

21

as a volunteer, to remain on the Board after he

22

left it.

23

It has been a precedent not necessarily

24

that we have to have a Water Department, we have

25

to have that.

It has actually been the
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1

individual representing that.

2

it's a Department head, and sometimes it is not.

3

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

4

Board, please?

5

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7
8
9
10
11

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

Seventeen.

And of which, you

We have a representative from

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

County -- County agencies,

County departments.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

17

Seventeen.

each of the Soil Water Conservation District

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

16

How many Members on your

have five County Directors?

12

15

And sometimes

Three.
Water?
Public Works, Water Department,

and Solid Waste -- or OED.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Mr. Young is not on it,

Finance Director?

18

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

CHAIR MATEO:

No.
Okay.

Thank you, Chairman.

Thank you, Mr. Hokama.

21

Members, additional questions?

22

Maybe just to follow up on one.

No?
You

23

know the building is, to use that same word,

24

state of disrepair.

25

to go out and actually seek moneys to repair or

Because you going to have
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1

do whatever improvements necessary, because you

2

are only going to have -- your intention is to

3

just use the upper floor of the building

4

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

5

CHAIR MATEO:

6

MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

No, the -- excuse me, Mr. Chair.

Go ahead.
No.

Clarify it.
The intention to use both

7

floors.

8

repository for Hawaiian correspondence,

9

artifacts, and etc.

The bottom floor would be used as a

The upper floor would be

10

used for the community for Na Kupuna 0 Maui,

11

other organizations, for meeting,

12

for the kupunas.

13
14
15

CHAIR MATEO:

for

for classes,

Do you have an idea of how much money

you are going to need to do this?
MR. FUNKE-d'EGNUFF:

At this point in time,

I believe

16

it would be difficult to -- to answer that

17

totally.

18

question would be.

19

there's lead-based paint in the building.

20

don't know how much damage has been done by, you

21

know, periodic homeless people occupying it, how

22

many windows.

23

building, we actually can't even take a look and

24

see what -- what the repair costs are going to

25

be.

We don't know what the asbestos
We don't know whether
We

We just -- until we got into the
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To that end,

I would like to add that

2

the -- the kupunas have indicated that they are

3

able to get a lot of the services contributed to

4

this project.

5

get a metes and bounds so that we could come

6

complete the document.

7

could get it within three to four to five

8

months.

9

from Kaanapali Development, and they were able

For example, the County needed to

The County said they

The kupunas on their own got a donation

10

to do the metes and bounds right away.

11

were able to speed that possess.

12

So we

It is my belief system with projects

13

like this, and my experience with Community Work

14

Day, that it is possible to get substantial

15

leveraged out of a situation where you are

16

utilizing the services of a non-profit as well

17

as the community.

18

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

19

Members, any additional questions?

20

Thank you very much.

21

Maybe I have a question for Corporation

22
23

Counsel.
Mr. Kushi, the -- the question just

24

totally refers to liability.

25

condition -- the conditions of the building,

One, the
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1

and, two, the unknown health hazards that --

2

that mayor may not exist in the building,

3

that was

4

perhaps even mold in this building.

5

of our exposure, because here we are looking at

6

providing a license of a building to an

7

organization that at this particular point is

8

questionable whether or not they have the

9

financing to actually carry out this -- this

10

was identified as asbestos and
The concern

vision that they have.
So could you address the issue on our

11

12

exposure at this particular point with this

13

license?

14

15

items

MR. KUSHI:

Yes, Mr. Chair,
First of all,

I -- I will try.
I believe all of you have

16

a copy of the proposed license.

17

why we call it a license is because it is a

18

portion of one property.

19

three- or four-acre site, the old Pioneer Mill

20

office site, and it is about 18,000 square feet.

21

And the reason

It is a portion of a

We would call it a lease, and -- and --

22

and basically, the same terms would apply, but a

23

lease would be -- we would have to subdivide out

24

this property.

25

with the Boys and Girls Club Center in Central

As you all recall, we did it
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Maui.
But getting back to the liability

2
3

issues,

I believe the Department, when it

4

the Administration, when they did request us to

5

draft this proposed license, was fully aware of

6

the premises.

7

page 2, under subsection B, as in boy, Special

8

Conditions, Terms, and Covenants,

9

I

And in the license agreement,

and

at

Item No. 3

mean, we specifically list and -- and note

10

for -- in the document itself, that they are

11

taking the property, the building, where is, as

12

is, and with all problems.

13

Basically, the County is leasing or

14

licensing this property, and in doing so, will

15

not warrant, agree and/or guarantee that the

16

premises is fit,

17

use intended by the licensee.

18

terms, they take it as is.

19

habitable, or suitable for the
So in layman's

The license also goes on and states

20

that, under Special Conditions, Terms,

21

Covenants, No.1, the Grants Review Committee

22

was, when looking at this, was also concerned

23

about how they would be progressing.

24

the license does require that they submit, after

25

they start, quarterly reports to the Committee

So what
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1

through Ms. Lee's Department for the first four

2

years and thereafter annually as to how they are

3

progressing.

4

progress at all, the County would then be in a

5

position to terminate the license.

I would suppose that if they don't

6

Aside from that, there are the standard

7

terms and provisions covered under Exhibit C to

8

the license, specifically, the indemnity

9

provisions, as you point out in your memo; the

10

requirement for liability insurance, in case

11

something happens; property damage or personal

12

injury; the requirement for fire insurance,

13

case the structure burns down; the coverage to

14

be at the full replacement value, whatever that

15

is; the obligations on the lessee or licensee

16

for securing -- solely securing all funds for

17

improvements; the obligation for the repair and

18

maintenance of the property; the obligation to

19

have the property be in a sanitary condition

20

according to all rules,

21

of the County as well as the State; the

22

obligation to not to have waste or improper or

23

offensive use of the premises; the obligation to

24

comply with all laws regarding the premises, and

25

so on.

in

regulations, and codes

Again, we also further state that we do
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1

not warrant the -- the premises to be fit for

2

their intended purposes.
Again, it seems like a overbearing type

3

4

of lease, but in the commercial context, be

5

assured that as landlord or lessee -- lessor,

6

this is not unusual.

7

With that said, Mr. Chair, there was a

8

report specifically referenced in the license

9

that -- that the licensee acknowledged that they

10

looked at this report, which is dated 1999, done

11

by the Public Works Department, that did point

12

out various problems with the so-called

13

administration building.

14

to asbestos

15

There's no reference

asbestos or mold.

But again, your concern is that, and we

16

concur, that the report is possibly outdated.

17

Maybe a update should be done prior to the lease

18

being entered into and have the licensee again

19

acknowledge an updated report.

20
21

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Mr. Kushi.
And -- and in addition, in referencing

22

the -- the inspection, this was a visual

23

inspection only.

24

inspection that actually took care of structural

25

or going into the building to actually take a

This was not a -- an
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1

look at.

2

well, which is why it is inconclusive,

3

perspective.

on my own

Ms. -- Ms. Johnson.

4
5

This was just a visual inspection as

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes,

and Mr. Kushi,

I really

6

appreciate you addressing that because I think

7

that with our seniors, particularly with Na

8

Kupuna,

9

accessing, and if they were going to be doing,

I know I had -- I had concerns too about

10

you know, even the entry,

11

perspective, with ADA.

12

the attachments say that all laws have to be

13

complied with, ADA is also part of that;

14

correct?

15

MR. KUSHI:

Member Johnson,

from an accessibility

Because this license and

is that

I am not the expert on

16

it, but I recall that there are some exemptions

17

for old buildings,

18

accommodations can be made.

19

if you need to put elevators in there or what.

and

and as long as proper
But I am not sure

And the other concern is, Mr. Couch has

20

21

said,

22

historical register, that poses many other

23

problems -- I mean, not problems, but

24

restrictions.

25

is that if this property is listed on the

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yeah, and -- and, you know,
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1

I -- I guess I will ask this, Mr. Chair, then of

2

Mr. Couch, too, because I know he has been

3

taking over at least trying to get this through

4

for quite some time now because of all of these

5

things that just seem to be little loose ends

6

that weren't tied up.

7

Where do we stand right now in terms of

8

the securing of the building and are there any

9

other, you know, problems?

Because I know that

10

with the knocking down of the mill,

11

street, and any of the structural problems, is

12

there anything that you feel is of particular

13

concern with this, or do you feel comfortable

14

moving forward with this at this point,

15

they can do what they have presented that they

16

are going to do?

17

MR. COUCH:

across the

so that

Councilmember Johnson, barring the new

18

report as to the condition and the more

19

extensive report as to the condition of the

20

building,

21

Maui Senior Center there.

22

The issue is at night,

23

something that Tri-Isle and Na Kupuna would have

24

to work on as far as what they can do about the

25

homeless between now and then.

I don't see any -- we have the West
It's occupied daily.

and that would be

I am assuming
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1

that's what you are talking about,

2

vandals and homeless.

3

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

4

MR. COUCH:

is with

Yeah.

There is a fence around there now.

For

5

the most part,

6

people out, but if somebody wants to climb it,

7

of course, they can.

8
9

it does a good job of keeping

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And how about the roof?

Is

that in any kind of a state of -- I don't know,
I don't want to get people in there

10

like

11

where the roof could actually collapse on them.

12

MR. COUCH:

Oh, no, that -- that roof, and I believe

13

it is mentioned in the report, the 1999 report,

14

needs to be prepared before people can get in.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

MR. COUCH:

Okay.

So

Just to let you know, we did do a

17

walk-through, several walk-throughs with Auntie

18

Patty and Stuart.

19

structural engineers,

20

exact what is wrong with the building, but

21

they -- they understand the state of disrepair

22

and understand what is needed to bring it into

23

compliance.

24

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Just -- none of us are
so we couldn't give you an

Thank you very much.

I

I -- I know that we have been dealing -- in
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1

fact,

this goes way back to Mele Carroll,

2

actually, who engaged in the initial

3

conversation with trying to help move this

4

forward.

5

be able to allow them to move it forward is to

6

actually give them site control.

7

can't get any grants without having site

8

control.

But the only way that we are going to

Because they

So I really appreciate, Mr. Couch, and

9
10

also Mr. Kushi,

11

time,

12

there's some serious problems with this

13

building, and I feel that Mr. -- Stuart.

14

never pronounce his last name, Funke-d'Egnuff.

15

and Mr. Chair, at this point in

I think that there is full knowledge that

I can

I feel that he is trying to do at least

16

some guidance because I think that some of the

17

initial concerns which I discussed, too, with

18

Auntie Patty was about the liability,

19

questions, and kind of why there was I guess

20

some reluctance on the part of the County to

21

lease or enter into an agreement.

22

that these discussions have been going on about

23

do we really want to lease out slum and blight,

24

you know, type buildings or buildings that may

25

have instability issues.

you know,

And I know
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But if they have full knowledge of that,

1

2

and also with the assistance of the Tri-Isle

3

Tri-Isle resource agency,

4

better knowing that they are going to be taking

5

the leadership role in this.

6
7

I -- I feel a lot

So, thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Mr. Kushi, is there anywhere in

8

the lease that -- that says that Tri-Isle needs

9

to make -- do their repairs up front?

10

MR. KUSHI:

11

CHAIR MATEO:

Mr. Chair, up front?
Prior to the Na Kupuna coming into the

12

building and start doing the work that they want

13

to do.

14

MR. KUSHI:

Mr. Chair, if I may answer that, under

15

this standard conditions of -

terms and

16

conditions of the license, at Section 14, it

17

says Repair and Maintenance, basically, I will

18

just cite it.

19

own expense and at all times during the term of

20

this lease, will substantially repair, maintain,

21

and keep all improvements, etc., etc.

It states the lessee will, at its

22

Whether they do that before occupancy

23

I mean, it's their responsibility to do it at

24

throughout the term.

25

Now occupancy itself, if I am correct in
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1

understanding that they are not -- no one is

2

allowed in that building until it is repaired.

3

That can be controlled by Public Works,

4

or the Health Department or whoever.

I guess,

But until that's done, then -- then

5

6

nobody is -- CO for a commercial building will

7

not be issued.

8

obligation of Tri-Isle.

9

So -- and it will be on the

NOw, the -- I am not so -- I don't

10

understand the relationship between Tri-Isle and

11

Na Kupuna.

12

will look to Tri-Isle.

13

Tri-Isle allows to occupy the premises would

14

also be approved by the County, too.

15

But whatever it -- it is, the County
And whoever Tri-Isle

So they couldn't,

I mean, change

16

premises to the Pacific Whale Foundation or

17

whatever it is without the County's okay.

18

CHAIR MATEO:

Ms. Tavares.

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, the term of the lease

20

or license is for 25 years.

21

that there is -- there are regulations about

22

leases being longer than 15 years and 5 years,

23

and all of this kind of stuff.

24

25 years fit into County or State law?

25

MR. KUSHI:

And I have heard

Where does this

Member Tavares, the 15 years, I believe,
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1

was if it's State land EO'd over to the County,

2

then I believe the State law says any license

3

shall not be longer than 15 years.

4

was just a number Administration told us to plug

5

in.

Twenty-five

You did give a 35-year lease to Boys and

6
7

Girls Club.

You gave the 75-year lease to Hale

8

Mahaolu Ehiku, but those are County lands.

9

Again, the five-year maximum or minimum,

10

whatever you want to say, as far as concessions,

11

are in the County Code.

12

15 provided that they do certain improvements.

13

But these are concessions which they pay us

14

money.

15

We -- no -- no --

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

17

MR. KUSHI:

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

But they can go up to

What you are looking at is a grant.

I -- okay.

-- no concession.

It is a dollar

Are you familiar with the

19

challenges that OED is having regarding the

20

municipal parking lot, and that I understand one

21

of the problems or challenges is this limit on

22

licensing and leasing and concessions or

23

non-concessions, and -- I don't know if you are

24

privy to that situation and have they asked you

25

for help or anything like that?
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1

MR. KUSHI:

2

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

3

MR. KUSHI:

4

Well -- not yet.
They will now.

I used to advise the MRA, but luckily, I

got out of it.

(Laughter.)

5

But -- but I understand the situation,

6

and I believe it's because it is going to be a

7

fair market value situation in response to an

8

RFP, which is different here, because this is

9

a -- solely a grant.

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

MR. KUSHI:

12

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

13

MR. KUSHI:

A grant.

Right.
Okay.

We did encounter that problem, by the

14

way, when we were thinking about buying the

15

One Main Street Plaza, and then turn around and

16

leasing it out to commercial people.

17

luckily, that didn't go.

18

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

19

MR. KUSHI:

20

CHAIR MATEO:

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

But

Unlucky for some of us.

Wel1-Additional questions, Mr. Hokama?
Chairman, thank you.

You know, in this 2003 communication,

23

Mr. Couch, I believe it was from Mr. Culp, back

24

then, he mentioned buildings or things that will

25

be or has been demolished.

Can you give us an
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update on that, please.

2

Where is it?

So I guess in general, what I am asking

3

is whatever was planned to be demolished has

4

been demolished -- excuse me.

5

It was a 2003, signed by Mr. Culp as -- it

6

attached to the January 9, 2006 attachment from

7

Director Lee.

8

transmittal.

9

MR. COUCH:

Chair Hokama.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

11

CHAIR MATEO:

12

MR. COUCH:

Mr. Couch.

Go ahead.
Alice Lee, Director Lee, has more

13

information on that.

14

March 4th, 2003.

15

looking at?

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17

MR. COUCH:

Okay.

I

I do have that memo

Is that the one you are

Yes.

Yes.

Director Lee has a little bit more

information on that.

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

MS. LEE:

21

lS

It's at the end of her

10

18

I know I read it.

Thank you.

Thank you.
At the time, there were some old houses

22

on the property, wooden houses, and they have

23

since been demolished to make way for the West

24

Maui Senior Center.

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So they were talking more
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1

about the access -- I guess we could call it

2

accessory buildings that in no way does this

3

license -- was it part of this area that would

4

go under license, Ms. Lee, when they talk about

5

ILWU, office, storage building, residential

6

duplex?

7

8
9
10

MS. LEE:

No, the ILWU building is on the other side,

in the back.

That was in the back.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
MS. LEE:

Okay.

Okay.

So none of the other buildings would be

11

included, only the main structure, that main

12

two-story structure in the front.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

heard correctly,

15

State historic preservation designation,

16

Mr. Couch, or it already has?

17

MR. COUCH:

Okay.

And Mr. Chairman,

if I

I believe -- are we seeking

It's -- it's my understanding looking

18

through -- it was mentioned to us that it was on

19

the National Registry, and we looked up on the

20

National Registry.

21

Registry.

22

the National Registry.

23

It is not on the National

It has been nominated to be put on

NOw, as far as who nominated, and if we

24

are pursuing that, as far as I know, we aren't

25

pursuing that,

and I don't know who nominated it
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to be on the registry.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Is it within the parameters?

3

Because you know, Old Lahaina Town has various

4

overlapping lines.

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

MR. COUCH:

It is in the national -- I believe the

national
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

It's in the National Historic

Landmark Area?
MR. COUCH:

Yes.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

But it is not in the

State Historic Preservation zone?
MR. COUCH:

Right.

As a matter of fact,

I am not

13

quite sure how far up the national historic

14

boundary goes to, but I believe it -- it takes

15

in there -- I can double-check on that.

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

No, my only question that

17

would have been a follow-up, Mr. Couch,

18

there things we need to do because of this

19

national designation, or it is within the

20

national boundary, historic preservation

21

boundary, that -- are there things we need to

22

do, ante up for this building?

23

MR. COUCH:

is is

There -- there are actually, if it were a

24

total historic -- in the historic registry,

25

there would be actual -- some restrictions on
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what type of things we can do, namely on ADA.

2

We had our ADA person, Denny Schwind, go

3

and check it out, and he says you can do this,

4

this, this.

5

Registry things, you can't do X, Y, and Z.

6

we had a pretty thorough ADA compliance check on

7

the -- on the access into the building.

And according to National Historic

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

MR. COUCH:

So

Okay.

But -- but he mentioned that there are

10

some that things we -- we would not be able to

11

do because it was a national -- in consideration

12

for a National Historic Registry.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

And, you know,

I am

14

sure the Director has a lot of requirements to

15

do on -- on our behalf.

16

in this license proposal is for the quarterlies

17

to go to Director Lee.

18

had to go through Grants Review to consideration

19

of the license that Director Lee is now the one

20

that receives all the reporting?

21

logic behind how it's structured, the agreement?

22

MR. COUCH:

Part of the reporting

Is it only because this

Is that the

That and I believe the building itself is

23

under her Department's control as opposed to

24

Public Works or Parks or

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.
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Thank you.

2

Members, additional questions?

3

Seeing none, Members, before the Chair

4

gives his recommendation,

5

preface that.

6

I would like to

At this particular point in time,

I

7

have -- I have concerns regarding the building

8

itself, its safeness.

9

at this particular point in time, there --

I have concerns because

10

there -- all we have before us is an inspection

11

that was a visual inspection and not a

12

structural inspection.

13

We do not know of potential health

14

hazards in the building.

15

opportunity of going through the building, and

16

there is mold in that building.

17

another issue that is not known, but the age of

18

the building would not preclude it from possibly

19

existing there.

20

And I too had the

Asbestos is

And until there is -- there is an

21

updated inspection on the building,

I think it's

22

really difficult for Tri-Isle to actually know

23

what they are in store for in terms of costs and

24

bringing this building up to a usable fashion.

25

And just on the -- the recent
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1

discussion,

2

national -- National Historic Register, with its

3

requirements and compliances and limitations on

4

use of this building,

5

missing pieces that we had better be sure of

6

before providing a -- a license to Tri-Isle so

7

they can have Na Kupuna, our kupunas, use this

8

facility.

9
10

if this building does get on the

I think all of these are

So because of my own concerns,

it is the

Chair's recommendation that we defer this item.

11

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So move.

Thank you.

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Chair, my -- my only

13

concern in deferring it would be when would the

14

Administration be able to take

15

it going to be,

16

going to undertake an additional inspection?

17

Because my -- my personal belief is that the

18

the individuals,

19

because he's been through there, we kind of know

20

that it's not in a really good state of repair,

21

and the longer that we go on this, the worse

22

it's going to be getting.

23

you know,

is

let's say -- budget-wise, are we

and particularly Stuart,

So my concern in delaying and not moving

24

forward with it or maybe even including a

25

condition that's stated, you know,

let's say the
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1

things that you just mentioned or at least

2

particularly with the final inspection,

3

could move it forward, because we are going into

4

budget right now,

5

there that one of the requirements is either for

6

Public Works or whoever it is to complete this

7

inspection, and then find the money,

8

going to be us that is going to provide that

9

inspection.

10

if we

and perhaps put a condition in

I would really, you know,

if it's

like to move

11

forward because I

see that building.

12

beautiful building.

13

day that we delay in doing something with it

14

we don't have the money to do it.

15

gratified because I had not known that Stuart

16

was, you know, going to be as heavily involved

17

as he is.

18

I

It's a

And my fear is that every

I am very

just don't want this to be another

19

thing that languishes, and because we have so

20

many other things on our docket,

21

Chair would possibly even consider moving this

22

forward with the caveat that that requirement be

23

met,

24

it because I

25

in such, you know,

if -- if the

I -- I personally would really appreciate
just hate to see that building be
a state of disrepair and then
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1

not be able to move forward because we are not

2

going to get any money until we get to that

3

point.

4

CHAIR MATEO:

But you understand what I am saying.
Yeah, yeah,

I -- Ms. Johnson, the --

5

the Chair feels the same way.

It is just at

6

this particular point, it is my -- it is my own

7

personal feeling that Tri-Isle really does not

8

know what they are getting into.
Just to handle mold at the building

9

10

across the street here, across the way, cost us

11

$1 million.

12

kind of money?

13

that could also exist with the structure.

14

not saying we don't want to, you know,

15

award them through lease the properties.

16

means,

17

it's a good investment for us.

18

Are they prepared to spend that
Not to count additional problems

I think it's

But I

I'm

like
By all

I think it's a good --

just want to be sure that what we

19

are doing is sound, what we are doing -- you

20

know, they will be able to actually do what they

21

want to do, because the reality is after an

22

actual or an updated inspection, they might have

23

second thoughts.

24

25

So I want to give them the -- the total
benefit of the doubt prior to us just going
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ahead and approve the lease at this point.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Well,

and that -- that's my

3

point, Mr. Chair, is what I am actually saying

4

is agreeing with you that prior to the final

5

lease being executed, that the condition that

6

you talk about, this -- the -- the actual

7

inspection or an updated inspection, that that

8

preclude, you know,

9

lease may not be executed until that component

in other words, the final

10

is actually made a part of this record.

11

Because then, that way,

I believe, the

12

protection would be there, and if you made it as

13

a condition of the lease prior to them actually

14

entering into the lease and going forward with

15

the final signature, that's what I am saying.

16

If you would do that, then at least the process

17

could move forward,

18

Administration would,

19

estimate as to what this would cost to do a

20

final inspection, or if it could be done in

21

house.

22

forward,

23

we are not executing the agreement.

24

moving it forward so that ultimately it can be

25

executed.

and either the
I guess, have some kind of

I would hope that by the time this came
even for some type of approval, because
We are just
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1

I would just ask that perhaps that

I

2

be put in as a requirement that prior to

3

execution that -- to address your concerns.

4

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson,

I still would

5

prefer, you know, maybe -- maybe this discussion

6

forces the Administration to take a more

7

proactive role in -- in being sure that,

8

guess, the inspection of the facility,

9

done,

I

etc.,

is

so that by the time we get out of budget,

10

they will have a clean document available to us

11

telling us exactly the condition of the

12

building, and at that point, the Chair would

13

feel a lot more comfortable moving forward at

14

that time, when we have more definitive

15

responses.
And this is -- this is a request that

16

17

Administration supports, and I -- I would tell

18

them at this point the ball is back on your

19

court.

20

please deal with the additional issues that have

21

arisen including the potential of this building

22

getting -- getting on the National Register, and

23

let's deal -- deal with it at that point

24

following budget.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Please update this inspection, and

Yeah,

and

and in this
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1

particular situation, because I am the

2

representative from that area, you know,

3

going to, very respectfully, you know, not

4

not necessarily agree with you on this point

5

because I really believe that that can be

6

achieved.

I am

7

And I also believe that by putting the

8

Administration, basically, on notice that this

9

has to be done, you better believe that I know

10

my friends at Na Kupuna, and they are going to

11

be on the Administration because then it is not

12

the Council that's holding it up.

13

the Administration, so that's their kuleana.

It would be

14

So I -- that's my only thought, and I

15

won't speak on it again because it's what the

16

body wants and not what I want.

17

CHAIR MATEO:

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Ms. Tavares.

18
19

Thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.

This is like the chicken and the egg

20
21

situation here.

They can't do any work or any

22

studies because they don't have site control,

23

and yet we don't want to give them site control,

24

because

25

coming from because they don't know what they

you know,

I understand where you
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are getting into.

2

CHAIR MATEO:

3

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

4

And liability.
And the -- you know, the

liability and all that.
I think that, you know, Na Kupuna 0 Maui

5

6

is a very resourceful group of people, and they

7

may be more effective and efficient in getting

8

these things done than even we are.

9

know the people on the West Side.

And they
There are a

10

lot of resources on the West Side who are

11

willing to help them with this.

12

But until there is that site control,

13

you know, we are sort of hampering their

14

progress.

15

you are coming from on this.

16

have more of a, what, a structural type of

17

report,

18

condition is, of the building, you know, that

19

could be done while we are in budget, and then

20

address it right after we come out of budget.

21

But, you know,

I can understand where
And if you wish to

a more in-depth report about what the

But that means we are going to have to

22

hire a structural engineer.

We do not have any

23

on staff in the County to my understanding.

24

you know,

25

more comfortable with having that in there,

So,

if we -- we are all going to be feel
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1

then -- or that report before we give it to

2

them, you know, that's fine.
I think having the Tri-Isle RC&D as the

3

4

umbrella agency, they -- they also have

5

knowledgeable people on their own Board.

6

you know,

7

Parks Director.

8

there anymore.

9

ad hoc to advise or whatever kind of thing.

10

And

I served on that Board when I was
And I guess Parks is not in
But we were kind of, you know,

But they may have some resources also

11

that can

12

condition of the building and what -- you know,

13

what is going to be in this little surprise

14

package should they get it.

15

half a dozen of this and six of that.

16
17
18

can help with ascertaining this

So it's, you know,

So, whichever way you want to recommend
it, Mr. Chair,
CHAIR MATEO:

I will back that.

Thank you very much, Members.
The Chair -- the Chair made a motion to

19

20

defer this item.

21

that recommendation.

22

second on that recommendation.

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

24

CHAIR MATEO:

25

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Mr. Pontanilla moved on -- on
And we do not have a

Mr. Chair.

Yes.
I don't think you need a
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1

motion, it's just your recommendation to defer

2

without objection.

3

4
5
6
7

8

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

So if the

Members have no objections, then we will
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I am the only one that has an

objection.
CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Thank you very much.

We will

defer this item.

9

And then, of course, I'll urge the

10

Administration to please get back to us with

11

those requests so we are able to again visit

12

this particular item.

13

Members,

I really want to thank you

14

because today was a -- a long day for us.

15

have never had a meeting in the afternoon.

16

really hard on a Monday afternoon.

17

you really need to be commended because the work

18

we did today is a major step for the County of

19

Maui.

20

MS. REVELS:

Mr. Chair.

I
It's

But all of

Because there was an

21

objection, you do need to take a vote to defer

22

the item.

23

CHAIR MATEO:

Okay.

Okay.

Members, we are going

24

we will go -- we will go back to the item again.

25

The Chair's recommendation was to defer Item
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1

HHS-lO, Grant of License of County Property to

2

Tri Isle Resource Conservation and Development

3

Council,

Inc.

4

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:

So move.

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Second.

6

CHAIR MATEO:

7

It's been moved by Member Pontanilla,

second by Member Tavares.

8

Any discussion?

9

Ms. Johnson.

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No, and I -- and I

just want

11

to state for the record that I understand your

12

concerns, and I am not being disrespectful, but

13

because we get so caught up on so many things,

14

really do believe that Ms. Tavares is right,

15

through, Na Kupuna is very resourceful, and

16

believe me, when they want to get something

17

done, they are going to get it done.

18

So that was my only objection, and --

19

and I -- I will be voting no on it,

20

because I think that we could address it by

21

putting in a condition that required that

22

inspection.

23

just simply

Because there's no -- there's no

24

obligation for,

25

to enter into it.

even, Tri-Isle Resource Council
Once they know what is
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1

contained in that report, they don't have to

2

sign.

3

man, so I think the protections are there.

4

I

5

behalf of my community, move this forward.

6

I -- I know that, you know,

7

don't agree with that, but -- but I respect

8

everybody's opinion.

9

So there's every escape clause known to

just would like to,

CHAIR MATEO:

10

But

on -- you know, and on
And

some of the Members

Thank you very much.

Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
Members, all in favor of the motion,

11

say

aye.

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

13

CHAIR MATEO:

14

Opposed?
Thank you very much.

Motion carried.

15

16

VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

17

18

Councilmember Hokama, Pontanilla,
Tavares and Chair Mateo.
Councilmember Johnson.
None.
None.
None.

19

MOTION CARRIED.
20

ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

21

22

CHAIR MATEO:

And again, to

to all of you, thank

23

you so much.

The work we did today was

24

absolutely incredible.

25

able to move forward to the Planning Commissions

To think that we were
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1

our residential workforce housing policy, that's

2

an incredible step.

3

our First-Time Home Buyers' fund that will be

4

moving on to the full Council.

And then to add to that,

Member -- Members,

5

I thank you all very

6

much for your diligence and hard work.

7

Department, and to the -- to the staff, thank

8

you all very much.
This meeting of March 13th, 2006 for the

9
10

Housing and Human Services Committee is

11

adjourned.

12

To the

ADJOURNED:

(Gavel.)

4:31 p.m.
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